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2ABSTRACT
The Credit Union Movement is basically a movement for
self-help through mutual help. Members pool their savings
together and lend to those who need credit for provident and
productive purposes. Besides the removal of financial dis-
ability, it is also concerned with the total human social,
cultural, and spiritual progress, It aims at providing
people with the basic training and background for socio-
economic development that will serve their best interests
and their purposes.
In Hong Kong, credit unions did not enjoy much succeess,
especially the community type credit unions. The present
study is to discover the motives and socio-economic charact-
eristics of the members of these community type credit unions
in order to trace the underlying reasons for their lack of
success; to find out their potentials and limitations; and,
in the light of these findings , to make recommendations as
to their future course of action.
The study was done through a questionnaire survey.
The results of the survey indicated that the community type
credit unions in Hong Kong are not in a sound situation. To
improve the situation would require more selling and educat-
ional efforts, as well as a heavy investment which would have
to be done with funds borrowed externally.
3FOREWORD
The present thesis is intended to give the readers a
comprehensive picture of the Credit Union Movement. It high-
lights the values of the movement and the problems that it
faces in Hong Kong. The emphasis is on cummunity type credit
Unions, which have the greatest potential for development.
Through this thesis, I hope that more people--especially
those who are economically well- -off--are prompted to give due
consideration to the welfare of their less well-off fellow-
men. It is hoped that, with the understanding of the values
and problems of the movement that they will get out of this
thesis, they will be more ready to lend their hands to its
development.
I wish to give due thanks to Dr. J. Espy, my thesis
supervisor, for his guidance and supervision in writing this
thesis, and to Mrs. A. Leung of the Institute for her advice
as to my English presentation. I have also o'cmed a great deal
to Mr. Anderson Lau of the Hong Kong Credit Union League, who
had given me much valuable background information about the
movement and made the necessary contacts for me. r'urthermore,
the survey on which this thesis is based cannot be completed
without the cordial assistance of the officials of the credit
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11.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Co-operation and Co-operatives
This paper starts off with a discussion on co-operat-
ion and co-operatives because the Credit Union is one of a
variety of co-operative organizations o
Co-operative societies are found in nearly all count-
ries, from nations that are highly industrialized to those
which are just emerging from the simplest form of pastoral
existence* Co-operative activities cover various fields,
The most remarkable ones are agriculture t fisheries, handi-
crafts and small-scale industries, distribution of, consumer
goods, and banking and insurance. In some countries, in
fields such as rural banking and the marketing of agricul-
tural products, co-operation has become the usual rather
than the exceptional way of doing business.
Co-operation represents a happy mean between the forces
of extreme Individualism and uncontrolled capitalism on the
one hand and socialism and communism on the other. It
stands for individual rights tempered by considerations of
justice, equity and fair dealing between man and man, and its
one great aim is to prevent the exploitation of the weaker
by the stronger party (20).
Numerous definitions of co-operation have been attempted.
Two good ones are Sir Horace Plunkett= s Self-help made
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effective by organization (17), and Hubert Calvert's Co-
operation is a form of organization wherein persons voluntar-
ily associate together as human beings on a basis of equality
for the promotion of the economic interests of themselves (3).
A more comprehensive definition would be as follows:
The co-operative is an association of persons,
usually of limited means, who have voluntarily
joined together to achieve a common economic
end through the formation of a democratically
controlled business organization., and who make
equitable contributions to the capital required
and accept a fair share of the risks and benefits
of the undertaking (13).
There are a number of ideas in the definitions--the
ideas of freedom, of democracy, of mutual responsibility in
economic life, and the idea of an ethical approach to. tha t
life (8). It can be seen that the co-operative movement is
both social and economical. This can also be seen from the
' e%wiT nin,t t3_nna t
The aims of the movement are not only material
out also moral, for each co-operative society
helps to make its members good citizens. The
movement teaches comradeship it educates adult
people in thrift, in self-help and mutual help,
and through participation in the affairs of the
society, each member learns how to improve what
may be called the 'business sidet of his daily
life We
Our special interest is the soelo economic im-
provement of our people. I emphasize socio-
economic for I believe that unless we join the
social factors of living to the economic factors,
we will not succeed in improving either. Econ-
omics alone can be hard, cold, grasping and self-
ishly competitive--but we have to remember that
our goal is to enable man to live in human dignity
and have enough of the world's goods to make it
possible for him to enjoy the better things of
life--home, family, education and the riches of
culture (16).
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It follows that the presence of both the economic and
social elements is necessary for the healthy development of
co-operatives. Actually, the sound functioning of co-oper-
atives as economic enterprises forms an indispensable basis
for the successful fulfilment of their social purposes.
To mark off a co-operative from a private business q
there are certain principles and practices to which all must
adhere
1. Membership in the society must be fully
voluntary and, within certain limits, open
to everyone (the principal restrictions
being that people of known bad character
need not be admitted, nor trade rivals, nor
those who live too far away to take part in
the activities of the society).
2. All members must have an equal voice -in the
affairs of the society. This usually means
that in a primary society each member has
one vote only, no matter how many shares he
has subscribed.
3. All members make a roughly equal contribut-
ion to the capital of the society, although
they need not all contribute exactly the
same amount* One man may propose to do more
'business with the society than another, or
may be in a better position to save and in-
vest. Domination by a single large share-
holder, however, is always avoided either
icy fixing a figure for the Aiigtie s t individ-
ual shareholding or by laying down that it
shall not be more than a fixed proportion
of the total capital.
4. Interest on shares is restricted and relat-
ively low. It is either fixed by rule or
fluctuate within narrow limits. The pur-
pose of a co-operative is not profitable
investment but service to members.
5. Surplus must be distributed to members in
proportion to the business which they have
done with their society during the year.
It becomes, in fact, an addition to the
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price of produce sold by a member, or a
lowering of the price of supplies bought by
a member, not a profit. in the ordinary com-
mercial sense.
6. A co-operative society must oe owned ana
controlled by those who use it. Borrowers
own and control a co-operative credit so-
cie ty, consumers a co-operative store, agri
cultural producers a co-operative marketing
society. etc. (11)
Other principles include political and religious neu-
trality which is strongly recommended and sometimes legally
enforced, and interests outside of business* Some of the
co-operatives' resources should be devoted to the education
of their members, for example, in literacy, in wise spending,
or in the adoption of more productive methods of farming and
fishing,
Co-operation then provides a system of production,
distribution, banking, insurance and sundry services which
is directed solely to the benefit of the community and does
not involve individual profit. Within that system there is
complete personal equality. It is a voluntary system and it
gives the group and the individual latitude to do everything
except exploit their fellows. It also provides education
for its members in technical matters as well as in democracy
and responsibility. Credit unions have grown to be important
constituents of this system.
1.2 The Credit Union Movement
Definition
Before one goes into the philosophy of the Credit
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Union Movement, he has to take. a brief look at what is a
credit union. According to John Collins, It is a way of
teaching a group.of people to help each other by saving
their money together, and lending it to members of the group
ror wise purposes at low interest rates (5). Father Collins
defined a credit union in simple words for the easy under-
standing of the simple people. However, to be more precise p
a credit union is a mutual-help financial institution formed
by a group of people with a common bond (e.g., people of the
same parish) who pool their savings together and lend to
members of the group at low interest rates for provisional
and. productive purposes.
Basic Philosophy
As can be seen above p the Credit Union Movement is a
self-help movement centered around socio-economic co-operat-
ion. The basic philosophy is that the prosperity of people,
individually and collectively, depends largely and most
surely on the money and effort they themselves put into it,
individually and collectively. The more each contributes,,
the more all prosper.
An important implication in Father Collins' definition
of a credit union should not be overlooked. He asserted
that a credit union is a way of teaching the people. The
word teaching implies education. The Credit Union Movement,
in fact, works through education. The founder of the Move-
ment, Friedrich Raiffeisen, realized that charity relief
alone cannot help the poor to combat poverty and usury. He
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felt they had to stand on their own feet and, more important,
to cooperate in order to improve their living conditions.
They had to be educated and their potentials developed.
Indeed, a major goal of the movement is the development of
the total man.
The Roles Credit Unions Can
Pla in Asia
The Credit Union Movement is concerned not only with
the removal of a financial disability, but is also concerned
with the total human social, cultural, and spiritual progress.
It would be improper to mention only financial aspects when
talking about the roles of the Credit Union. The social and
political aspects should also be considered.
The author is inclined not to talk about the roles
that the Credit Union is playing in Asia, since the influence
of the movement in some countries is yet unseen. Rather, it
is discussed in terms of the roles it can play in Asia.
To discuss the economic aspect, it is best to start
off by considering the economic problems in Asia. People in
many Asian countries have long been living in poverty. The
population in Asia is dense and the density is yet increasing
rapidly. In East and South East Asia, the income levels are
among the lowest in the world except for one or two indust-
rially developed countries with Japan as an example. As
Cardinal Cooray of Ceylon put it, Asia is a continent of
poverty in a world of plenty, of misery in the most prosperous
period of human history.(7).'
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There are many reasons r or poverty ].n ss].a. .Ln'Gerria.I-
factors include illiteracy, the absence of development skills,
shortage of capital and land, the corruption in governmm t and
political uncertainty. As for external factors q most Asian
countries have been ruled by foreign colonial powers and
exploited for many years (15).
In'their struggle for economic development, most Asian
countries are handicapped by the low level of education,
absence of skills, and shortage of capital and land. Develop-
ment seems impossible without foreign aid or foreign invest-
ment from the more developed countries. Both foreign aid
and foreign investment were brought into Asian countries e
However, in spite of these q Asia is still no better off*
An evaluation of these foreign injections of capital and
skills is thus in order.
The evaluation will start off with foreign aid. The
aid extended to Asian countries has not been satisfactory in
quality as most aid funds are tied to purchases of products
from the granting countries. Moreover, the burden on these
poor countries in servicing these debts is ever increasing.
In-actual fact, a considerable amount of new aid funds has to
be spent to repay old debts (15). On the other hand, even
though more and better quality aid is available, such aid
still cannot guarantee economic improvement. A mechanism is
needed to guide the investment of aid funds to projects for
both the immediate and long range-benefits of the people,
and to mobilize domestic capital.
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The following story illustrates the role that the
:redit Union can play, in this aspect:
This story happened on a farm in Korea. The
govexmment released millions of won (Korean
currency) throughout the country for loans for
farmers in the spring season. One village re-
ceived 300 thousand won (u.s. $19000 approxi-
mately) through the National Agricultural Co-
operative. Two hundred farming-households had
a meeting with a co-operative officer which lastec
well into the night and finally they decided to
divided the money evenly. 1,500 won (U.S. $5
approximately) were given to each household, whicl
of course was not enough to buy fertilizer or
ploughing tools. Where did the money go? Just
wasted--leaving a debt behind.
In a village located 40 km to the north of Seoul,
there is a credit union organized by 60 farming
families. In the past two years, they have acc-
unulated 450 thousand won (U-So. $1,500 approxi-1
mately) and a loan up to 45,000 won (U.S. $150)
is available to any of the 60 members (15)*
The above story has three implications
1. External aid money, if not well managed, can actually
worsen the situation.
2. Sometimes mobilization of domestic capital can give rise
to better results.
3. The Credit Union can serve as mechanism to mobilize dom-
estic capital, at least at the lowest level of the economy
Foreign investment should also be evaluated. It is
undeniable that, with foreign investment of capital and
technical skill, industrialization of some Asian countries
has accelerated. However, the foreign enterpreurs have one
'According to Credit Union regulation, a member can
borrow up to 10 per cent of the total assets (savings accu-
mulated plus reserves) of a credit union.
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important thing in mind--maximum profit* The major reason
why they come to Asia is that there is abundant cheap labour
at their disposal. They have not much loyalty for the poor
Asian countries they invest in. Once the economic advantage
ceases to exist in a particular country or they find another
country that they can better exploit, they will move on. The
profits they make will go back to. their mother country, leav-
ing very little for- the poor little Asian country which is
being exploited. It may be argued that Asian countries bene-
fit by a higher level of employment and higher government
income by way of taxes. As a matter of course, this fact
should not be overlooked. However, it should be remembered
that the industrial workers., in order to earn a living, have
to work long hours and have little time for recreation and
cultural activities. In some industries the health of the
workers may be damaged because of the job. Moreover, some
industries permit children to work in their factories because
of low wages. These children lose their chance for education,
and both their mental and physical developments are distorted,
leaving some social problems for the Asian countries to solve
in the years to come.
A small proportion of the total population might be
better off, especially the rich--some of them by exploiting
their own people. However, the common people suffer from
inflation, which always seems to accompany rapid growth,
before they can enjoy much of the benefits generated by foreign
investment. Inflation in itself is an economic problem. but
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it has social and political consequences.
Should foreign investment in Asian countries be consid-
ered as undesirable? To be fair, it should be said that
foreign investments--financial and technical--are not totally
undesirable. On the contrary, they are indispensable in help--
jug a country in economic growth. However, it is important
that these investments be guided and well-regulated to save
the people from being exploited. What is more important is
that developing Asian countries cannot rely too heavily on
foreign capital* Domestic capital--savings of the people--
should be mobilized and invested for the benefit of the people*
The Credit Union, in that it pools savings together and lends
to members for wise investment,1 can play an important part
in this aspect.
In talking about mobilizing domestic capital, one should
not miss the banking system which has a greater influence than
the Credit Union. In a capitalist economy, economic growth
would be difficult without the support of a banking system.
The basic functions of a bank are saving and lending, which
are similar to those of the Credit Union. However, corporate
banks have an important objective in mind--profit. A bank
pools the savings of its depositors together and lends the
money for profit. To maximize profit, and also to minimize
risk, commercial banks lend almost exclusively to big enter-
1The Credit Union, besides extending loans, also offers
advice to members in wise spending.
prises only. Ordinary individuals are deprived of personal
loans for their necessities. This situation gives room for
vicious money lenders. When common people need money, many
have to borrow from usurers and loan sharks. In these cases
interest rates are sometimes over 100 per cent per annum.
It is only in recent years that some banks and other commer-
cial financial institutions have begun to take interest in
personal loans and consumer finance, but the scope is yet
limited and the price the people have to pay is still high.
On the other hand, the concentration of domestic capital
by the banking system to finance large industries and enter-
prises leads to rapid economic growth. This is a good thing
as long as a balance is kept in all aspects and all segments
of society. However, with a rapid economic growth, such as
in Japan, this situation is unlikely to happen. Even though
one leaves alone the possibility of the people being exploited
by the large enterprises, there still remains a multitude of
evils to be considered. A major consequence would be the
uneven distributions of resources, at least financial resources,
and wealth among various segments of society.
Suppose the villagers in rural areas were to deposit their
savings in a- branch of a big city bank in their village. These
deposits would not be invested in the villages. Rather, the
capital from rural areas would be accumulated and channeled
to urban areas. Thus, while large enterprises in the cities
would grow rapidly, rural areas would face a lack of capital
for development. Even worse, the villagers, seeing that there
11
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would be not much future for them in the villages, would grad-
ually migrate to the cities to make a living. The readers cali
thus see further damage to the rural communities by a lack of
labour force. Inconceivably, the villagers have contributed
to the damages done to them.
Such a problem is present not only in developing count-
ries, but even more seriously in an economically developed
country like Japan (9)*
An answer to the problem would be for the villagers to
Invest their own money in their own place. To do this, the
banking system could not be relied upon. The Credit Union
could be called into play. Actually, the Credit Union Move-
ment can reverse the flow of capital by the establishment of
a central credit unionl to channel capital from urban areas
to rural areas. In this respect, the Credit Union could act
as a counter power against the established banking system.
After much discussion of the economic aspect of the
role of the Credit Union Movement in Asia, the focus should
than be directed to the social aspect. In the past century,
because of prolonged poverty, backwardness, and submission to
the ruling of colonial powers, people yin many Asian countries
have become submissive, passive, dependent, self-abased and
lack of self-confidence. They have -lost initiative, dignity
and anivIt of helnin-or each other. Stith lack cif educat3nn and
1The central credit union performs, in relation to other
credit unions of a country, the same function as a central
bank in a banking system, namely, lender of last resort.
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conservativeness, these countries and their people are ample
to develop their full potential*
Since the Credit Union is designed for developing the
total human potential of its members, it can be most useful
here* In the first place, members would learn that by mutual
help they can be self-sufficient and do not have to depend on
other people. This would help them to remove their inclinat-
ion to depend on others and to recover their spirit of helping
each other. Second, in a credit union every member is an own-
er and each one has equal say in the affairs of the organizat-
ion. Members would come to realize that they could really
manage their own welfare and that their ideas and opinions
would be respected and valued by others. Thus, they could
regain much of their self-confidence and dignity. Further,
members would realize that they can do something for their own
people, especially if. they are elected officials and committee
members. They would become active and full of initiative.
Asians have for long been tied down by tradition. Many
people are spending large sums of money on wedding and funeral
ceremonies just because of tradition and because other people
are doing so. In Hong Kong, for example, many people spend
all their savings in one night just for a wedding banquet.
The married couple could be better off if this money were
spent wisely on other things.
To remedy the situation, it is useless just to make an
individual realize the unsoundness of such spending. It is
safe to say that many people do realize the situation but are
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compelled by social pressure to follow such customs. Group
attitudes must be changed also. Individuals would unlikely
detach from a particular custom unless: everybody else is
doing so. The Credit Union can play an important role here.
Through the seminars, discussions and other educational pro-
gramme s it organizes for its members,, it can help to change
group attitudes.
The basic unit society in most Asian countries has been
the family. It is also the basic institution from which
people seek social and economic security. Thus, there is a
tendency for people to enjoy family life with little relation-
ship to other people. This is especially so in the recent
decades of rapid urbanization. In large cities, people are
so crowded together that they feel uncomfortable getting along
with other people. They tend to avoid meeting people and
communicating with each other. To worsen the situation, over-
population has, as a natural consequence, brought about incre-
ased crimes and other social evils* These evils make people
suspicious of each other. The.barrier between people grows
higher and higher while the gap becomes wider and wider.
As the operation of enterprises increases and with
highly developed methods and technology, people in the same
firm no longer see the interrelationship of what each other
is doing. They do not see any need for working together.
The communication gap grows wider.
To reconstruct the society into a society where people
live together and have concern for each other, one cannot rely
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on external pressure. The Credit Union can come in as an
implement for uniting people It can provide a proper system
in which people can meet each other and work together for
their common needs.
Thus far, the readers should see that the Credit Union
can play an import role in the social aspects- of Asian society
The government of Hong Kong has indeed said that the Credit
Union has some potential in relation to social security (12).
Of course, the discussion is so far only talking about a
possibility. The actual achievement of the Credit Union in
social aspects is yet to be seen.
To study the political aspect of the role that the
Credit Union can play in Asia, it is best to start off by
looking at the political affairs of Asian countries--non-
communist countries. Needless to say, most Asian countries
have adopted a democratic constitution andademocratic system
of government However, with few exceptions, most of them
are structured with political power and authority concentrated
in the hands of a few. The great majority of the people do
not have the opportunity to take part in political and govern-
mental affairs. This concentration of power often leads to
corruption, exploitation of the people v and misuse of power
to preserve position and privileges rather than for the wel-
fare of the public,
This situation is not the fault of the democratic system
nor that of the constitution itself. It is mainly due to the
fact that the majority of the people is not prepared for
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liberal democracy. They have not been educated to put tree it
newly-acquired liberties to the best use. They do not have
the economic and cultural capability needed for the full en-
joyinent of their civil rights. Thus, the educated and wealthy
minorities of the country dominate in political affairs* To
support the above argument, we can look at Japan* Among Asian
couuntries, Japan has the highest level of economic development,
and the people have the highest level of education. It is
understandable why Japan has considerable success in demo-
cratic government.
A result of domination-by the educated and wealthy
minorities is likely to be political instability. As-the
people see the gap between them and the ruling class 9 there
is bound to be some dissatisfaction. This dissatisfaction
rises as the gap widens. The Communist.-who has- so much in-
fluence in Asia--can take advantage of this dissatisfaction
and bring about an uprising against the goverment* The
readers are just too familiar with such situations in Asia*
The solution lies in the transformation of the great
majority of the people from ignorant fatalists and passive
pawns into well-informed, self-reliant and active participants
in their community. They have to be trained to vote freely
and to run their own organizations* The Credit Union is
equipped to provide the training and to effect the necessary
transformation. Further, with all credit unions of a country
linked together under the leadership of the League 1 consider.
1See section 2.2 for explanation on the structure of
organization*
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able influence can be exerted on government policies.
To sum up, it can be said that the Credit Union, if
well developed and managed, can play important roles in
improving Asia economically, socially, and politically.
Credit unions will provide people with the basic training and
background so that they may together take off in the direct-
ion of socio-economic development that will serve their best
interests and their purposes (2.)*
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2.0 THE CREDIT UNION MOVEMENT
2.1 History of Development
In 1969 Kam Chai-ming of the Lingnan Institute of Busi-
ness Administration, the Chinese University of Hong Kong,
wrote a thesis, Credit Union for Small Manufacturers in Hong
Kong. In his thesis he wrote about the history of the
development of the Credit Union Movement before 1969. In
order to avoid unnecessary repetition, the present paper will
not go into too much detail in this respect. It suffices here
to give just a brief outline of the development before 1969.
However, since 1969 there have. been some major developments
in the movement, there is a need for going a bit into the
details for the development during these years.
The idea of the Credit Union arose 125 years ago. With
the belief that people have to stand on their own feet, to
save and to cooperate, to combat poverty and usury, Friedrich
Raiffeisen, father of the Credit Union Movement, organized
the first credit union in 1849 in his home town in Germany.
After considerable success in Germany, the idea was taken to
North America by Alphonse De s jardins. He founded his first
credit union at Levis, Quebec, in 1900. In 1909 De s jardins
once again started the first credit union in the United States
(in New Hampshire).
As the movement spread, its structure gradually took
19
shape. Individual credit unions in the same country got
together to form their league t federation or national asso-
ciation.
In 1934 the Credit Union National Association (CUNA)
was established in the United States. Later in both 1940 and
1954 CUNA had its constitution amended so as to open itself
to leagues or federations in Canada and other countries all
over the world. It thus became the world headquarters of the
Credit Union Movement and was then known as CUNA- International.
In the early days most credit unions under CUNA- Inter-
national were from the United States and Canada. Credit
unions- from other countries added up to a minority only. How-
ever, in the late 1960s the movement experienced rapid develop-
ment and membership to CUNA- International also correspond-
ingly increased. In order that all leagues could have equal
voices and that matters pertaining to particular countries
only could be settled within the regions where the countries
were without going through the Board of Directors of the
Headquarters, a reorganization of CUNA- International was
proposed. The reorganization had the leagues representing
countries of the same continent or geographical region form
into a Confederation. The Confederations of the different
continents and regions would then come together to form the
World Council of Credit Unions. After three years of pre-
paration CUNA- International was dissolved in May 1970, and
the World Council of Credit Unions was born to take its place
(14),(19).
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According to the latest statistics available there are
well over fifty thousand credit unions all over the world
with a membership approaching fifty million. More precise














Number of Credit Unions 19,743
Number of Members 9,680,782
US$740,569,791Savings
Loans Outstanding us$ 617,212.,704
Reserves Us$ 64,868,613
Assets U8$938,891,927




The organization of a credit
union
To describe the organization of a credit union, it is











FIGURE 2.1 ORGANIZATIONAL CHART OF A CREDIT UNION
As. members. are the owners of a credit union, the des-
cription will begin with the members. It is specified in the
constitution of every credit union that its members must have
a common bond of association. Each member has one and only
one vote, regardless of the number of shares' he owns, in any
The savings of the members in a credit union are in
the form of shares which are usually in$ 5 units* When one
deposits $5 in the credit union, one is actually buying a




The Board of Directors q which consists of normally s eve=
to eleven members (not less than five), is elected from and
by the general body of members. This Board manages the
general affairs of the credit union, including admission of
new members, and governs it on behalf of the members. The
president, vice-president, treasurer and secretary of the
union are elected by and from the Board of. Directors.
Supervisory Committee
The Supervisory Committee is an auditing committee.
Its function is to audit the books and to examine the affairs
of the credit union at frequent intervals to be sure that it
is operating in accordance with the law and by-laws. If the
credit union is operating in violation of its by-laws or the
credit union law, it usually has the power to suspend any
officer, committee member, or member of the Board of Direct-
ors o In case' it does suspend an official. of the credit union,
the Supervisory Committee is usually required to call a meet-
ing of the members within seven days of this action to decide
to remove or to reinstate the official. This committee con-
sists of three members who are elected in the annual general
meeting.
Credit Committee
The Credit Committee's primary function is to act on
each application for a loan made by members of the credit
union. Besides approving loans, it also gives advice to
borrowers on the wise use of money and hei.ps them to seti re
payment schedules. This committee usually has three members
elected by the general body. Any loan extended to members
must be approved by all three. There is, however, one except-
ion. When any official or committee member applies for a loan
the credit committee does not have the final say. In such a
case, a joint meeting of all committees, with at least half
of the members of each committee present, must be called to
consider the application, A loan cannot be made unless all
present in the joint meeting approve it. This practice is
mainly for maintaining a good image in the eyes of the members
by showing them that the officials and committee members have
absolutely no privilege in obtaining loans.
Education Committee
The Education Committee usually consists of five members
They can either be elected at the general meeting or appointed
by the Board of Directors. Its main function is to instruct
new members and to educate all current members on such things
as the philosophy, spirit and practice of the credit union,
and their duties and rights. It also organizes educational
programmes for developing the potentials of the members and
for instilling in them a sense of responsibility to their
fellowmen. Another function is to introduce, through special
programmes, the idea of the Credit Union to non-members and
potential members in order to get more members.
Before leaving the topic, an important point should be
brought up. In a credit union all the work done by officials
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is voluntary. No member of the union may receive a salary for
the work he has done except in the case when the development
of the credit union requires full-time attention of the Trea-
surer. In such a case the credit union is permitted to pay a
salary to the Treasurer and if necessary to employ a full-time
staff to do the book-keeping M v (5)0
Organization of the movement
on a worldwide basis
Since the Credit Union Movement is one which begins with
the grass-root level of the community, the discussion of its
organizational structure will start off from the grass-root
level. The structure of a single credit union was already
'introduced in the last section by starting off with its members.
The hierarchy of organization of the movement is best
described by the chart on p.25 (Figure 2.2)•
There is something special-that should be noted in this
hierarchy. In ordinary business enterprises the organ izatioal
hierarchy starts off from the very top at the pyramid. In the
case of credit unions it starts from the very bottom--the mem-
bers. The pyramid is actually upside-down here, with the mem-
bers as the most important element.
The members are first organized-into credit unions. The
credit unions in the same country would then form their asso-
ciation--the League. The League performs several functions:
1. It guides and supervises the operations of the individ-
ual credit unions.











FIGURE 2.2 HIERARCHY OF ORGANIZATION OF THE
WORLDWIDE CREDIT UNION MOVEMENT
3. It helps new credit unions to be set up.
Li. It helps its member unions to train their officials
and committee members.
5. It takes the initiative in promoting the movement
within its own country.
6. It represents its member credit unions at the
regional Confederation.
In countries where the League covers a large extent of
geographical areas, the League may not be located close enough
to take good care of credit dons' in certain areas. Thus,
these credit unions form into local Chapters. The Chapters'
main function is to help the League in its education efforts,
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As mentioned in section 2.1v the Confederations are made
up of leagues representing countries in the same geographical
region. At present there are seven established Confederations
all over the world. They are
1. ACCU--The Asian Confederation of Credit Unions
2. AFCUL--The Australian Federation of Credit Unions, Ltd.
3. ACOSCA--The African Cooperative Savings and Credit
Association
4. NACCU--The National Association of Canadian Credit
Unions
5. COLAC--The Latin American Confederation of Credit Unions
6. CCCU--The Caribbean Confederation of Credit Unions# the
youngest of all the Confederations
7. CUNA--Credit Union National Association, the national
association for United States credit unions which
was organized again in 1971 after CUNA- Inter-
national was changed into the World Council of
Credit Unions
The above mentioned seven Confederations, together with
some free-standing leagues (not yet formed into confederations),
are all members of the World Council of Credit Unions.
The primary function of a Confederation are to train
leaders and to facilitate the communication of ideas,
While the Confederations are service organizations to
their member countries, the World Council is primarily a
service organization responding to the requests of its member
confederations. It has. coordinated financial and technical
assistance programmes to maximize the use of limited resources,
to avoid duplication of efforts, and to ensure the political
autonomy of confederations in the development of their
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programmes. It also provides legislation guidance and aid,
and education information and assistance to credit unions all
over the world (21).
The World Council also includes kindred agencies which
serve the movement. It has as its associate members the
International Credit Union Services Corporation (ICUS) and
CUNA Mutual/Cumis Insurance Societies. The insurance societ-
ies are especially important as they provide insurance bene-
fits such as bonding, loan protection and life savings insur-
1
ance.
Other kindred agencies include CUNA Supply Cooperative,
CUNA International Foundation, Inc. and CUNA International
Stabilization, Inc
2.3 The Movement in Hong Kong--with Emphasis
on Recent Developments
As mentioned earlier, in his thesis Credit Union for
Small Manufacturers in Hong Kong, Kam Chai-ming had already
given a detailed description on the development of the move-
ment in Hong Kong in the years prior to 1969. In the pre sent
paper, the emphasis will be shifted to the progress in recent
years, Only a brief outline of the development in the years
prior to 1969 will be given.
The movement had its start in Hong Kong over ten years
1Some-details of these insurance benefits are disclosed
in the following chapter.
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ago when the first credit union, the St. Francis Credit Union
was established on October 17,1964.1 Prior to that, Father
John Collins p S. J., had spent over two years preparing and
studying the organization and operation of credit unions in
other countries such as the Philippines, New South Wales and
Fiji (4) after his appointment by the Socio-Economic Life in
Asia (S.E.L.A.) to undertake the task of promoting the credit
union movement in Hong Kong in 1961.
The first credit union established in a resettlement
estate, the Pok 01 Credit Union, came into being on June 129
1965. In the same year, the first employee type credit union,
the Common Good Credit Union which was for the employees of
the Hong Kong Yaumati Ferry Company, Ltd .9 was established on
September 15.
In 1966 there was a total of nine credit unions in the
colony. In order to unify the movement and accelerate the
spread of the movement, the Credit Union League of Hong Kong
was formed after much consideration on December 3, 1966 with
Father Collins as permanent advisor. In the next year, the
League was formally accepted by CUNT,- International as a
member. Further more, the two affiliates of CUNA- Internat-
ional, the CUNA Mutual Insurance Society and the Cumis Insur-
ance Society, had agree to extend their insurance services,
which were much needed to increase the confidence of the
1The St. Francis Credit Union was the first credit
union established after the launching of the formal movement
in Hong Kong. Prior to its formation, a credit union called
the Bishop Ford Credit Union has already been formed.
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members, to the member credit unions of the Hong Kong League
in December 1968.
Back in 1966 the Hong Kong Government had decided to
draft the Hong Kong Credit Union Ordinance after much discuss-
ion with Father Collins. The Ordinance was announced on
November 6, 1968, and came into effect on March 6, 19709
The first credit union for small manufacturers in the
world was formed in Cheung Sha Wan on March 21, 1968. In the
same year there was a rush for the parishes of Hong Kong to
organize credit unions, under the campaign of the League.
To mobilize the excess funds lying idle in some credit
unions and to channel them to net borrowing credit unions,
the Hong Kong League Central Credit Union was established on
September 19, 1972.
Up to the present, there are altogether fifty-one
established credit unions including the Central Credit Union
and one organized in Macao. 1
acao .1 The total membership is now
well over eight thousand persons, with .savings approaching
three million dollars (H.K.) and loans outstanding well over
two million dollars* Since the beginning of the movement in
Hong Kong, a total of eleven million dollars has been lent
out. Statistics for the last three years are shown in the
following table:
The number of credit unions being organized is greater
than fifty-one. However, there are liquidations and merging




STATISTICS ON HONG KONG (AND MACAO) CREDIT UNIONS
FOR THE YEARS 1972, 73 AND 74a
Year
1973 197k1972Item
49No. of Credit Unions 51 51
8,467.









t` Compiled from data published in the special public-
ation issued by the Hong Kong Credit Union League for the
celebration of the International Credit Union Day in the
respective years.
bAs at August 31 of the years indicated,
cDollar figures are rounded.
In order to see whether the figures presented in the
above table represent satisfactory progress, a comparison is
made with the statistics for the whole world and for Asia as
presented in Table 2.1 and Table 2.2. Since the latest world
and Asian statis iics available are those for the year 1973P
the 1973 figures in Table 2.3 will be used as a basis for
comparison. The following ratios are compared: average mem-
bership per credit union, average savings per credit union,
average loans outstanding per credit union, average savings
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per member and average loans outstanding per member. The
comparison is presented in Table 2.4.
TABLE 2.4
COMPARISON OF HONG KONG STATISTICS WITH
ASIAN AND WORLD STATISTICS
(Currency in us$*)
orldAsia.Hong KongItem
Average Membership 490 848162
per Credit Union
Average Savings
$8,680 595.94737 ,510per Credit Union
Average Loans Out-
31, 264$7,426 505,347standing per
Credit Union
Average Savings
$53.6 76.5 702.9per Member
Average Loans
$45.9 63.8 596.0Outstanding per
Member
*H.K. currency is converted to U.S. currency at a rate
of HK$5 to US$1.
One look at Table 2.4 tells that Hong Kong is well
below the average for Asia in the performance of the movement,
not to mention the average for the whole world. Of course,
one cannot conclude whether a movement is successful or not
just by looking at figures. Many factors have to be considered.
Take, for instance t the size of the geographical area covered
by each credit union and the population density within this
area could affect the average number of members. Also, the
socio-economic conditions of the members could affect tne3.r
saving potentials which in turn affects the average savings*
Further more t the age of the movement is also important,
The movement in Hong Kong, with a history of a little
over ten years, has just passed its infancy. and should now be
on the way to growing up and growing fast. However, contrary
to expectation, it seems that, unless there are some strong
dynamic forces at play to bring about a major breakthrough,
the movement cannot take off for rapid growth.
In a conversation with the author, the Managing Direct-
or of the Hong Kong Credit Union League, Anderson Lau, admitted
that there has been a slowdown in the progress of the movement
in the recent three years, Mr. Lau attributed the slowdown
to several reasons which are elaborated on here:
1. In our-community of keen competition, the living of the
people is getting tenser. The leisure time of the
people, especially the working class, is extremely
limited. Thus people would rather rest than devote
their leisure time to voluntary work.
2. The people of Hong Kong are too selfish and prof it-
minded. They do not want to take too much trouble to
work for the good of other people, especially when they
cannot see any tangible benefit for themselves. They
also have the general attitude why put my money away
for others to use.
3. Hong Kong has had a few years of prosperity. Many
people were pretty well off, and got used to a luxurous
way of life. Needless to say, the more luxurously they
are living, the less they can save. Some even have the
belief that money alays comes easily. so why sA?
k. With the whole economy in rapid inflation, the purchas-
ing power of money is deteriorating at an ever increas-
ing rate. 'With the belief that what they save today
will be eaten up tomorrow by inflation t people have
adopted the philosophy of spend your money today when
it still worth something and leave tomorrow to care
for itself." Some even borrow tomorrow's money and
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spent it today, leaving heavier and heavier debts
behind.
5. People can get far higher returns in commercial money
markets than they can get from a credit union* At the
climax of the stock market boom, people doubled or
tripled their money in a matter of days. The general
attitude was Why save your money for a few per cent of
interest? Why not put your savings into the market and
get rich overnight" Of course, they were blinded and
could not see the consequence. With the collapse of
the stock market, a huge sum of the savings of Hong Kong
people was swept away by large capitalists from outside.
Many people were left with nothing to save. After this
disaster the market was short in money supply. Interest
rates of commercial banks rose to a historical high.
People with savings tended to $ut their money in banks
rather than in a credit to union.
6. The promotion of the movement in the past two years- has
been affected by some malpractices from the business
sector. A number of so-called companies have been going
from door to door in the resettlement estates or low
cost housing estates where the credit unions are, and
selling their so-called saving programmes such as Family
Saving Scheme, Education Fund, etc. Their programme s
have been very similar to the Practices of the credit
union. It was sty pected that some even used the mater-
ials published by the League as instruments for selling
to the people. These so-called saving schemes were,
however, actually fraudulent tricks, The personnel of
these companies collected the money from their clients
and never showed up again, and the clients were unable
to locate them.
The consequence is that the confidence of the
people towards any saving and credit scheme has been
eroded. This makes promotion of the credit union move-
ment more difficult. More fatal still, some ignorant
people even have the impression that the people who
cheated them were from the credit unions. It is not
unlikely that the good image of the credit unions has
been damaged to some extent.
7. Another blow to the movement is that one or two banks
and insurance companies has promoted their genuine
saving and credit schemes to the same group of people
that the credit unions are intended to serve* Although
lCredit union interest rates are limited to a maximum
of 6% only.
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they are not cheating and do not damage the good image
of credit unions, they have posed much competition.
8 The resources of the League are too limited. It has
spent much of its time in auditing the operations of
its member credit unions and has very little left for
promotion of the movement.
There are a host of other difficulties facing the pro-
gress of the movement in Hong Kong. The most serious of all
is that the movement lacks devoted leaders. As the movement
is basically for the relatively simple people, it cannot be
expected to do much unless it is under the leadership of
devoted leaders.
A second serious difficulty is that the officials of
many credit unions have rather low education levels. This
should not pose any serious problem if continued education
is given them by the League on credit union principles
Unfortunately, the education effort of the League is far from
being sufficient. Thus, many credit union officials are
rather narrow-minded and find it hard to accept many of the
credit union principles.
The author wishes to bring out just one example. In
his contacts. with the officials of some of the credit unions,
the author discovered a very common problem that these people
face Very often, they receive membership applications from
people whom they do not know well and who are in need of a
loan They find it hard to make a decision whether to accept
the applications or not, and there is a high tendency for
them to reject the application e In the first place they are
unwilling to accept the risk of lending to someone of unknown
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character, and, in the second place, they are rather unhappy
about people joining their credit union only because they need
a loan badly. There are reasons for them to exclude people
whom they do not know, for the integrity of many people is
indeed doubtful. However, the true spirit of the credit union
movement is to help those truely in need and to build up human
dignity. When someone comes to join the credit union because
he is in need of a loan, he is really in need. In that he is
really in need, he should be accepted and helped. In actual
fact, he can become a valuable member of the credit union be-
cause he has, from the very beginning, benefited from the credit
union and realizes what it means-to him. It may turn out that
he is one who would fight for the course of the movement. The
integrity of that someone may be uncertain, but under the em-
phasis of the movement on human dignity he should be treated
as honest and credit worthy. The education effort of the
credit union officials should ensure his integrity.
With deficient education the officials have still retained
their conservativeness* their minds are not broad enough to
see the true values of accepting such members and the risks
associated with them. In fact, they do not see the true
values of the credit union. Because they do not see the
values, they are unwilling to sacrifice enough time for the
education of their members. Moreover, with insufficient
education, the officials lack confidence in educating other
people.
The insufficiency of the educational efforts of the
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League is ,two-folded. First, it fails to provide sufficient
continued and effective education to its members on the true
values of the credit union movement. Second, it fails to
make its members realize that they need to receive more
education
The deficient education effort also leads to the lack
of devoted leaders which was mentioned earlier. The credit
unions, With a conservative management that works under an
improper frame of values p cannot be expected to get anywhere.
A third difficulty is that the officials of credit
unions are voluntary. They can only work for the credit
unions in their spare time* Thus, the service that is rend-
ered to the members is limited. In Hong Kong, owing to the
fact that the amount of savings and loans outstanding are
too small to generate substantial income, most credit unions
cannot afford to employ a full-time treasurer to render full-
time service to members. The members, not seeing the true
values of the movement p would rather use the services provided
by commercial banks which are more available. It is not un-
common that members put most of their savings in commercial
banks p leaving just a small balance in the credit union. Thus,
the deposit level in most credit unions remains low. A break-
through can be brought about if a credit union borrows funds
to hire a full-timer. With the full-time service and full-
time promotion effort provided by the full-timer, both member.
ship and deposits can be substantially increased, and the in.
come level of the credit union could be raised to and above
the extent that it is. self-sufficient in the payment of salary
However, in Hong Kong only one credit union at present is
aggressive enough to make such an endeavour.
Another major difficulty is the unavailability of office
premises. For reasons of efficiency and confidence of the
members, a permanent and well-located office is essential to
the operation of a credit union. The development of many
credit unions has been tied down by the fact that they cannot
get a proper office place. An example would be the credit
union in the Tai Hang Tung resettlement estate. Its office
is in a room on the fourth floor of a resettlement block at
one of the remotest corners of the area. Members have much
difficulty getting there. Thus p although it has a full-time
treasurer to render full-time service, the members are not
using the service to a satisfactory extent.
The chief reason for the unavailability of proper office
premises is the high rental costs in Hong Kong. It is just
impossible for a credit union to afford a commercial flat for
its office. With the support of the employers t most employee
type credit unions manage to find a place somewhere in the
company buildings for their offices. Credit unions attached
to parishes can also manage to get some place in the parish
premises to be their offices. These are better off ones.
The less fortunate ones are those in the resettlement estates
or low-cost housing estates. They have to rely on the estate
officials for their office spaces and have to be content with
whatever is given to them,
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So far, a host of factors limiting the full-swing growth
of credit unions have been disclosed. However, it should be
noted that many of the problems encountered by the credit
unions such as selfishness, lack of initiative, and narrow-
mindedness, while they hinder the. growth of the Credit Union,
are actually the reasons why the credit unions are needed.
In other words, credit unions are intended for getting rid of
these evils. Hence, the credit union movement should by no
means be tied down by these problems if it is effective.
If the different type of credit unions are observed, it
can be seen that the employee type enjoys most-- success. This
is largely because in an employee type credit union members
are working together under the same boss, and their relation-
ship is likely to be quite close. Also, since their integrity
in credit union dealings affects their job prospect, members,
by the large, can be expected to be honest. Moreover, the
operation of such a credit union would be greatly enhanced if
the support of the boss were obtained. In the first place,
the employees of the firm will at least take joining the
credit union as socially desirable. In the second place,
deposits can be steadily increased by such arrangements as
deducting a certain proportion directly from every member's
monthly payroll and transferring it into his credit union
account. However, though such a credit union enjoys much
success in its operations, its growth potential is limited in
that the number of employees in the same firm is limited.
The community type of credit unions enjoys less success.
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In these credit unions the bond of association is that the
people live in the same estates l. However, in such communit-
ies with a large population of people coming from very differ-
ent backgrounds, the relationship of the people cannot be very
close. Rather, most of them do not know each other and cannot
trust each other. In as large an area as the Wong Tai Sin and
Ts.z Wan Shan resettlement estates combined, with a population
well over a hundred thousand, the St. Vincent's Credit Union,
the most successful of all community credit unions, can only
manage to obtain a membership of Just over five hundred. This
amounts'to only one member out of well over two hundred people.
The influence of credit unions in these areas is by no means
significant o
Another point worth mentioning is that a large number
of community type credit unions also fall into the category
of parish credit unions* They were originally formed under
the parish churches in resettlement estates or low-cost housing
estates and were later extended to serve other people in the
same areas who are not members of the churches. Some tried
to detach themselves from the churches and operate purely as
non-religion based community credit unions. However, most of
them did not manage to reach out far enough to people outside
of the church. Thus partially owing to the fact that the
members are still largely members of the church, and partially
1Community type of credit unions refers to those in
resettlement estates or low-cost housing estates.
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owing to that the church can offer them office and other
facilities, they still remain attached to the parishes
Overall speaking, the credit union movement in Hong
Kong is still far from being successful. However, the lead-
ers of the movement are not discouraged by this fact and the
vast number of problems they have to face. They are still
looking forward to greater success and even to competition
with commercial financial institutions* Of course, they have
to struggle for more support and continuously review and im-
prove their methods, efforts and resource allocations.
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3.0 BASIC FUNCTIONS OF CREDIT UNIONS
3.1 Credit Union as a Saving Institution
To save in a credit union p one must be a member of it
first. If one can meet the membership criteria of the credit
union, he may apply to join it. An application form has to
be filled in and submitted to the Board of Directors for
consideration. A specimen 'of the application form is shown
in Plate 3.1. Since most members do not have a background in
English, all documents in a credit union are in Chinese.' On
the front of the form are the applicant's particulars, while
on the back is a certificate for appointing nominees who would
receives in the event of his death, any money owed to him in
respect of shares by the credit union.
If the Board of Directors has approved his application,
one would be admitted to membership provided that he has paid
the entrance fee, not exceeding one dollar, as provided by the
by-laws of the credit union and has subscribed to at least one
share (five dollars). It is not necessary for a member to buy
a full share before he is allowed to join a credit union. He
can buy it by regular instalment. Every member is issued a
pass book in which all savings q drawings, borrowings and repay-
ments are recorded.
The savings of a member in a credit union is in terms of
shares. This is something peculiar about credit unions. In
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PLATE 3.1 MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION FORM
(Front View)
儲 蓄 互 助 社 入 社 申 請 書
存 摺 號 碼 姓 名 （由司庫填寫）








出 生 日 期 丈夫或妻子姓名







SELA Form CU150-123 Rev.1-70
指定承繼人證書於














一九六八 年香港儲 蓄互助 法例第廿 三條所賦 予之權 力，指
定下列人士為承繼人。承繼人於本人身故後得按照下列
領取本人於上述儲蓄互助社之股金及一切股息：

















ordinary financial institutions the owners, management, deposit
ors and borrowers are in largely distinct groups. However, in
a credit union, all four categories are integrated into the
same group of people, the body of members. Every member is a
depositor as well as an owner. He may be on the management
team, and also be a borrower.
Interest payments are in the form of dividends. The net
profit of the credit union--mainly from interest paid by
borrowers--is divided up into three parts: 20 per cent for a
bad loans reserve, 10 to 20 per cent for education and promot-
ion funds, and the rest is for dividends. The dividends are
limited to a maximum of 6 per cent perannum on the sharehold-
ings of the members t but most credit unions in Hong Kong can
afford to pay. only 3 to 4 per cent. These rates of return
are very much lower than those offered by commercial banks,l
finance companies 2ompanie s2 and the hwe i. 3 However, there is the
additional benefit of free life insurance in a credit union.
When a member dies, his family can, besides.- getting back the
This is only sometimes true, since interest rates on
deposits paid by commercial banks vary according to supply
and demand of money. For saving deposits-, the rates usually
ranges from 41/2% to 5% p.a., but it can be as low as21/2%. For
time deposits-, the usual range is from 51/2% to 7% p.a. How-
ever, in times of tight money, it could be higher than 10%.
2Finance companies offer higher rates than commercial
banks since they accept only deposits of longer terms--over
three months. The rates are usually around 81/2%. However,
for large sums of money deposited for terms longer than two
years, interest rates can be negotiated.
3See A,endix A for explanation of its operation.
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share money in his credit union account, receive an amount of
money from the CUNA Mutual equal to the amount in his account
for indemnification.
To withdraw all or part of the shareholdings from a cre-
dit union, or to transfer them to another member, one has to
make an application. This is quite unlike in the case of put-
ting your money in a bank, where you can go into the bank and
get back your money any time. According to the Credit Union
Ordinance v no transfer or withdrawal of shares in a credit
union shall be valid unless approved by the Board of Directors.
Also, a member may not transfer or withdraw any shares if the
transfer or withdrawal would make the total value of his shares
less than his total liability to the credit union, whether as
borrower, pledgor, guarantor or otherwise (ll). An application
form is shown on Plate 3.2.
Regarding risk, it could be said that savings in a credit
union are pretty safe. Just like in the case of commercial
banks, its operation is governed by an ordinance. A credit
union must be registered with the Department of Agriculture
Fisheries, and is regularly audited by the said Department.
Balance sheets and income statements must be prepared annually
to show the financial standing of the credit union. Further,
there is the League to train the people for management compe t.
ence, to guide operations and to keep the credit unions from
1The credit unions have to be registered with this
department because it is the only department with practical
exrnAriencA in c±nA7tve busyiress.
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CREDIT 儲 蓄 互 助 社 UNION
退 股 申 請 書
APPLICATION FOR SHARE WITHDARWAL
( 申請提取全部或部份股金均適用)
(For withdrawal of all or part of shareholdings)
存 摺 號 碼
Passbook No.
支 薪 號 碼
Payroll No
本 人 現 申 請 提 取 港 幣
I hereby apply to withdraw
股 金 。 敬 祈 核 准 為 荷 ！
of my shareholdings from The
此 致




貸 款 結 馀 為 抵押為
Loan Balance Security
本 人 以 股 金
Share amount
擔 保 社 友
was pleged for another
貸 款 。 其 貸 款 結 馀 為





理 事 會 批 准 此 項 退 股 申 請




支 票 號 碼
Cheque No








PLATE 3.2 APPLICATION FORM FOR SHARE WITHDRAWLAS
going off the track. Insurance services provided by the CUNA
Mutual and Cumis Insurance Societies also give much security
to the savings in a credit union .l
Although absolute security of savings in credit unions
cannot be guaranteed, it is safe to say that less risk is in-
volved than in dealing with finance companies and the hwei.
Up to the present, there is still not a competent ordinance
to regulate the operations of finance companies,. As long as
these finance companies engage themselves in risky investments,
the depositors are exposed to high risks. Of course, there
are finance companies which have very sound management and are
very careful in their investments. Some are subsidiaries of
large commercial banks and are financially strong. These are
as. safe as commercial banks, but the depositors have to be ex-
tremely careful in their choices. The hwei is even more
vulnerable in that it has no legal status and is not regulated
by any laws. The safety of one's money in a hwe i depends
entirely on the integrity of all participants in it* Very
often, these participants do not know each other. Moreover,
shares can be transferred without any member knowing except
the head, through some special arrangement*
3.2 The Credit Union as a Lending Institution
Loans from a credit union are available exclusively to
1 Loans made to members are being insured so that in case
of death of any borrower, his unpaid debt will be repaid by
the insurance society. Also, in case of defraud of the trea.
surer or in case of robbery, the Cumis Insurance Society under.
takes to indemnify the credit union.
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its members. To obtain a loan from his credit union, a member
has to make an application to the Credit Committee. An applic-
ation form must be filled in. On the front page of the appli-
cation form (Plate 3.3) the applicant has to put down the amount
of the loan required, the purpose, the terms and planned sch-
edule of repayments. It should be noted that the schedule of
repayments is to be determined jointly by the borrower and the
Credit Committee. On the back of the form (Plate 3.4), the
applicant has to give his. own particulars and particulars of
other liabilities he has incurred. The Credit Committee would
call a meeting to consider the application. In case of an
approval, all members of the Committee have to sign on the
application form.
Each member is entitled to a character loan for which
no security or guarantor is required. The integrity of the
borrower is the only guarantee for the repayment of the loan.
According to the principle of the credit union, every member
is considered honest unless he has proved himself not. How-
ever, for applicants of known bad reputation, guarantors are
required. The guarantor has3 to pledge his shareholdings for
the borrower.
The maximum amount of a character loan is different in
different credit unions and is provided by the by-laws of each
credit union. Usually, it is around HK$3, 000. For a loan be-
yond that provided by a character loan, security and guarant-
or(s) are required. The shareholdings of the borrower and
the guarantor (s) have to be pledged for security of the loan.
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由 司 庫 填 寫
股份結馀
貸款結馀
儲 蓄 互 助 社
貸 款 由 請 書
存摺號碼
借據號碼
本人 現申請貸款 為 期
星期 本人願意此項貸款分
月。
星期/ 半月/ 月/ 償還。





日 期 申 請 人 簽 署 地 址
在 年 月 日舉行之會議內，我等批准上項申請人所定條件下要求款額之貸款，唯下列情形則除外（列舉
任何款項，條件或情況之更改）
委員會之決定已紀錄于 年 月 日之會議紀錄內
（所有出席之委員會委員均須簽署） SELA FORMCU-200 (REVISED 12-1971) 貸 款 委 員 會
PLATE 3.3 APPLICATION FORM FOR A LOAN (FRONT SIDE)
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申 請 人 聲 明
本人尚欠下列債權人債項（列舉所有債項，如醫藥費，分期付款欠
數等。如需要時可另加付頁）
債 權 人 地 址 欠 款 金 額
辦 事 地 址
受 僱 日 期






出 生 日 期
其他入息，每月
家 庭 人 數
週/ 月薪
擔 保 人 聲 明
擔 保人 姓名
地 址 電 話
僱 主 地 址
職 位 週/ 月薪





職 位 週 / 月薪
妻子/ 丈夫姓名 家庭人數
股 金 結 馀 擔保數額
PLATE 3.4 APPLICATION FORM FOR A LOAN (BACK SIDE)
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According to the Credit Union Ordinance, the outstanding
loan balance of any member due to a. credit union at any time is
not allowed to exceed 10 per cent of the total assets of the
credit union--the aggregate amount of the share balance p the
reserve fund (11) and any other funds of the credit union.
The Borrower has to sign a promisory note with the credit
union in case a loan is granted him. A standard form is shown
in Plate 3.5. The repayment instalments and interest payments
would be recorded on the back of this form. Also, particulars
of shareholdings pledged are listed here (see Plate 3-6).
In case a borrower cannot meet the repayment schedule
agreed upon at the time the loan is made, he may apply for
postponement of repayment and extension of the repayment sched-
ule. The procedure is just to sign a Postponement Contract
as shown in Plate 3.7, but the contract has to be approved by
the Credit Committee before it becomes effective.
As mentioned in the previous section, loans extended to
members are insured with the CUNA Mutual so that in case the
borrower dies before he has fully repaid his debt the CUNA
Mutual will undertake to repay it. The borrower do not have
to pay the premium for this insurance. The credit union will
.pay it since it is covered by a group insurance policy.
Before a comparison is made between credit unions and
commercial banks j it should be pointed out that most banks are
not interested in unsecured personal loans.' Up to now, the
only bank interested in the personal loan business is the
First National City Bank. Yet, the business is not operated
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借 據SELA FORM CU-201 REV 1-70
存 摺 號 碼
借 據 號 碼
日 期 19
港 幣
本 人 / 我 等 共 同 及 各 自 答 允 歸 還 給 儲 蓄 互 助 社 所 借 予 本 人 / 我 等 價 值 港 幣
元 之 貸 欵 ，
連 同 該 貨 欵 結 欠 差 額 之 利 息 每 月 分 （ 即 百 分 之 ） ， 分 期 繳 交 ， 每 期 繳 交 。 首 期 付 欵
應於 年 月 日 繳 交 ， 並 且 以 後 每 須 繳 交 相 等 數 目 欵 項 ， 直 至 全 部 欵 項 繳 交 完 畢 為 止 。
附 屬 擔 保 物 ：
如 上 述 債 務 未 能 依 期 償 還 ， 本 借 據 持 有 人 有 權 隨 時 要 求 貸 欵 人 將 該 全 部 未 還 之 貸 欵 立 即 歸 還 。 各 有 關 本 借 據 之 貸 欵
人 ， 背 書 人 或 擔 保 人 均 必 須 語 序 抗 議 及 提 出 抗 議 及 否 認 本 借 據 之 權 利 。
再 者 本 人 抵 押 所 有 上 述 之 附 帶 擔 保 物 ， 並 授 權 本 儲 蓄 互 助 社 留 置 該 附 帶 擔 保 物 用 作 清 償 本 借 據 所 載 之 現 已 到 期 或 將 來
到 期 之 欵 項 。
如 上 述 債 務 未 能 依 期 償 還 ， 本 儲 蓄 互 助 社 有 權 將 該 附 屬 擔 保 物 公 開 拍 賣 ， 並 將 拍 賣 所 得 之 欵 項 以 償 還 該 債 務 。
見 證 人 簽 署 地 址
貸 欵 者 簽 署
擔 保 人 簽 署






繳 納 結 餘
利 息
效 額 付 給
股 份 抵 押
本 人 / 我 等 兹 將 本 人 / 我 等 於 本 儲 蓄 互 助 社 所 有 之 下 列 股 份 作 為 本
表 格 背 面 之 借 據 上 所 述 之 貸 欵 抵 押 品 。
本 人 / 我 等 茲 授 權 本 儲 蓄 互 助 社 將 該 項 抵 押 用 途 之 股 份 用 作 清 還 上 述
貸 欵 及 利 息 或 任 何 罰 金 ， 訴 訟 費 用 或 其 他 之 開 銷 。
存 摺 號 碼 抵 押 股 份 數 額 押 抵 人 簽 署
PLATE 3.6 BACK OF PROMISORY NOTE--FOP RECORDING REPAYMENTS AND
PARTICULARS OF SHAREHOLDINGS PLEDGED
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由 司 庫 填 寫 ：
股 金 結 馀
貸 款 結 馀 延 期 合 約
存 摺 號 碼
借 據 號 碼
茲因 本人 ， 會 向 儲 蓄 互 助 社 借 到 元，
分每月/ 半月/ 星期 元 償 還 ， 及 由 年 月 日 繳 交 自 期 。 現 本 人 尚 欠 貸 款 元 ， 及 因
本 人 現 時 無 能 依 原 約 繳 回 貸 款 項 ， 所 以 本 人 請 求 將 貸 款 繳 回 期 間 展 期 ， 若 該 展 期 獲 得 批 准 ， 本 人 願 意 以 每 月 / 半 月 / 星 期
元 及 由 年 月 日 繳 交 首 期 款 起 清 還 所 有 本 合 約 內 示 明 之 示 清 還 貸 款 。 貸 款 利 率 為 原 有 借 據 內
所 示 明 數 目 ， 除 本 合 約 所 更 改 項 目 外 ， 其 他 在 原 有 借 據 內 聲 明 條 件 仍 然 有 效 ， 並 須 執 行 。 本 人 欲 延 期 繳 交 貸 款 理 由
簽 署
（ 貸 款 人 ）
下 列 擔 保 上 列 貸 款 擔 保 人 同 意 上 項 延 期 合 約 內 所 列 聲 明 及 條 件 ， 各 負 責 該 延 期 合 約 可 能 產 生 的 特 事 債 務 。
下 列 貸 款 委 員 會 委 員 於 年 月 日 批 准 本 延 期 合 約 。
SELA Form CU 115 (Rev.)
PLATE 3.7 POSTPONEMENT CONTRACT
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by the Bank itself. Rather, it is conducted through its-two
subsidiaries: the FNCB Financial Ltd. and the Far East Bank.
While the maximum character loan--unsecured--of credit
unions is around HK$3,000, the FNCB Financial Ltd* and the
Far East Bank offer much higher maximums, $5,000 and $10,000
respectively. As to the terms of repayment, the longest offered
by the two FNCB subsidiaries is two years. On the other hand,
repayment terms of loans obtained from credit unions are joint-
ly determined by the borrower and the Credit Committee and can
be longer than two years. While the interest rates charged by
credit unions are explicitly stated--maximum 1 per cent per
month on unpaid balances--those charged by the two commercial
institutions are not. Instead, the repayment instalment per
month is stated, with principal and interest included. Table
3.1 shows the repayment instalment amounts.
From the table it can be seen that for a loan of $19000
over a period of two years, the total instalment payment is
$1092. This amounts to a rate of 34 per cent per annum com-
pounded, if computed by the present worth formula for a uniform
series of payments .1 On the other hand, if a loan of $1,000
from a. credit union is repaid in equal monthly instalments
over a period of two years--at an interest of 1 per cent per
month on the unpaid balance--the total amount to be paid is
1Present worth formula for a uniform series of nvments:
where P= present worth of a series of
uniform payments (=$19000)
R= individual instalment payment (=$58p.in.
n= number of periods or payments =24 mono
i= rate of interest (per cent p.m.)
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only around $1,130. This his equivalent to an interest rate
of approximately 12 per cent per annum compounded. Thus, the
credit union charges much lower rates than these commercial
institutions.
TABLE 3 :l
MONTHLY REPAYMENT INSTALMENT PER $1, 000 ON
PERSONAL LOANS FROM' FNCB FINANCIAL LTD.
(As at December 1974)
Monthly Ins to lmentRepayment Period
6 months $183
12 months $ 99
24 months $ 58
The personal loans extended by these commercial institut-
ions are also insured against the death of the borrower. The
borrower is charged the premium which is already included in
the instalment payments,
As to the qualifications required for eligibility of
loans 9 the credit union requires only that the applicant is
a member and that the purpose of the loan is either provisional
or productive. On the other hand, the commercial institutions
require that the applicant is over twenty-one, with a stable
occupation of monthly salary over $900. A guarantor is re-
quired. Here, a basic difference between the credit unions
and the commercial institutions is clear. If you are earning
less than $900 per month or you have lost your job and you are
in trouble, you have no chance of getting help from the commer-
cial institutions. They are basically motivated by profit-
with the degree of risk in mind--and you are too risky for
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their involvement On the other hand, the credit unions are
at your service when you are in deep water, even though you
might be very unsound financially and physically. The basic
principle is to give you the umbrella in rainy weathers t but
not to give it to you on sunny days and take it away when you
.are in rain and storm
If the hwei is looked at as a source of loans q it can
be seen that the maximum loan available is limited by the share
value and the number of subscribers. Also, the repayment term
is dictated by the duration of the hwei. The interest rate
can be anything, but usually ranges from 20 per cent to 40 per
cent per annum, on the average* 1 This is much higher than the
credit union rates, As to the qualification to obtaining the
loan, it is required that the borrower is a subscriber and
that he is willing to bid the highest interest.
Summing up, it can be said that, as a source of loans,
the credit union has certain advantages over other common
sources available, namely lower interest rates and more flexible
terms or repayment. The major disadvantage is that the maximum
unsecured loan it can offer is lower than the other institutions
can provide.
1See Appendix A.
4.0 OBJECTIV'E, RA TIONAI.E, HYPOTHESES AND
METHODOLOGY FOR THE PRESENT STUDY
4.1 Objective
Hong Kong is a typical capitalist society. Under the
laizze faire doctrine of the Government, the common people
have been much exploited and squeezed for their resources:.
Sometimes the Government even leads the way in squeezing money
out of the pockets of the people. The Crown Land Policy of
the Government leads to historical high prices of land and
the chief effect is the high rentals, both for private and
commercial buildings. The consequences are that common people
find it bard to afford a proper living place and that business-
men have to raise their prices in order to meet the high rent-
al charges. The drastic increases in Governmental charges,
most remarkably those imposed on car owners, have increased
the burden on many middle class people. Lack of effective
control over the stock market has led to the sweeping away of
the savings of many people by large capitalists, local and
foreign, in 1973. Exploitation of workers by industrialists
is still not uncommon, although much improvement has been
made in some industries.
Owing to the ever increasing pressure of unflation, wage
earners have found it more and more difficult to have signific-
ant savings. This situation, coupled with the lack of social
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security schemes, may leave the people quite helpless in case
of some misfortunes such as unemployment v sickness or accidents.
They might have to turn to money lenders and loan sharks and
expose themselves to sereve exploitation by these people. In
good years when there is nearly full employment, this does not
pose a serious problem. However, in the present situation of
stagflation--recession coupled with inflation--the problem is
by no means small.
To help the people enjoy a better living and to give them
social security, some may favour a socialist society. However,
not many people in Hong Kong are ready to accept the socialist
style. Since the credit union provides a happy mean between
the capitalist and socialist extremes, and since it is recog-
nized as having some potentials as an element for social sec-
urity, it has the potential to be a good answer to the problems.
Yet, the credit union movement in Hong Kong has not had
much success. This is especially so in the community type
credit unions. Hence, the present study is to discover the
motives and socio-economic characteristics of the members of
these community type credit unions in order to trace the under-
lying reasons for their lack of success, to find out their
potentials and limitations and, in the light of these findings,
to make recommendations as to their future course of action.
4.2 Rationale
%me may ask why, as a thesis on business administration,
the author would choose to write about credit unions, which
are not very much oriented towards business. The answer is
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that, besides profit making, the improvement of the overall
living standard of the people in the community should also be
an important objective of business, As an educated person,
the author considers that he should be particularly concerned
about the well-being of the people, especially those who are
not well off. There are so many hand-to-mouth wage-earners
in Hong Kong whose quality of life needs to be improved and
the aim of the Credit Union is to help these people through
mutual financial assistance and educational efforts. It is
natural that, out of the author's sense of social responsibility
he has chosen to write about credit unions.
While there are other organizations and movements for
the welfare of the people, the author has chosen to write
about the credit union because of its financial aspect.
Being a business student f he should work on something that
has at least some bearing on business. The Credit Union,
being a financial institution, is somewhat related to the
field of finance in business.
From a purely business point of view, a study of the
Credit Union is also worthwhile. Although the movement is
far from being influential in Hong Kong, it is still a pot-
ential competitor to commercial banks. It serves a target
market which the commercial institutions have not explored
much, at least on the lending side. By looking at tree socio-
economic characteristics and motives of the members of credit
unions, the commercial financial institutions may be able to
discover some opportunities in which they can serve the people
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better than the credit unions.
One may ask why the author chooses to write about credit
unions in resettlement estates and low-cost housing estates.
The answer is that the Credit Union is intended for those in
the less wealthy class. People living in these estates are
just the right ones for it. On the other hand, because of the
large population, there is a high potential for the development
of credit unions- in these estates*
As someone had already done something. in this area (14)
the author considers it necessary for him to defend his posit-
ion as to why he should do something in the same area again
While Mr o Kam had written about the credit union for small
manufacturers, the author is now writing about credit unions
for dwellers in resettlement estates and low-cost housing
estates. In a way, he is just painting a different corner on
the same wall. On the other hand, Mr. Kam: s thesis was writ-
ten in 19 69, over five years ago. With the lapse of time
there have been quite a number of major developments which
were not taken into consideration in his thesis. Furthermore,
the present thesis is intended to be more comprehensive*
4.3 Hypotheses
In section 2.3 the author has already paved the way for
the hypotheses of the present study. What was written in that
section is largely based on the author's observations and
conversation with related people* However, many of the points
discussed were not supported by further research. Thus,
these points are brought forward in this section as hypotheses
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and will be verified in the next chapter.
The hypotheses for the present study are as follows:
1. Most members in the credit unions under study are
motivated by personal benefits.
2. Most members are not having too difficult an economic
condition.
3. Most members have only limited confidence in credit
unions.
4. Most members prefer to put their money in commercial
banks.
5. There is a lack of human resources in credit unions
for the rapid progress of the movement.
6. There is a lack of financial strength for substantial
progress of the movement.
7. The help that credit unions can extend to their members
cannot improve living standards of members to any
significant extent.
8. The social issues of the credit union movement are
attracting people to credit unions e
The readers are reminded that these hypotheses all refer to
community type credit unions.
4.4 Methodology
The sample of respondents for the present study was
obtained in two steps o First of all, with the help of the
Managing Director of the Hong Kong Credit Union League, four
credit unions-two from resettlement estates and two from
low-cost housing estates-which were considered most typical
of all community type credit unions in Hong Kong were chosen
for the study. These credit unions covered Wong Tai Sin, Tai
Hang Tung g Choi Hung Estate and Wah Fu Estate. The Wong Tai
Sin credit union refused to cooperate because the President
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feared that the survey, which asks about personal particulars,
would lead the members to suspicion, despite the explanation
of the author. Consequently, the Kwun Tong resettlement estate
was chosen in its place.
The respondents were then selected from the four credit
unions by systematic sampling (18). A total of eighty respond-
ents were chosen with twenty from each credit union.
The author at first intended to approach each selected
member personally. However, it was the opinion of the credit
union officials concerned that personal interviews might not
be desirable, since the respondents might be reluctant to
disclose personal particulars to a stranger. It was finally
resolved that the survey would be conducted by way of question-
naires. The credit union officials offered to act on the
author's behalf to deliver questionnaires to the selected
respondents for them to fill in, and to collect them back.
The survey was conducted in Chinese. A sample of the
questionnaire, which was revised after pretesting, is shown
in Appendix B-1. In addition, an English version of it is
also attached in Appendix B-2. The first part of the quest-
ionnaire (questions 1 to 27) contains questions for investi-
gating the motives and attitudes of the respondents, while
the second part (questions 28 to 38) asks about socio-economic
facts.
Out of the eighty questionnaires handed out, only forty-
seven were returned. The data obtained from the questionnaire
were processed by hand calculations, The distributions of
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various socio-economic variables were obtained. The distri-
butions for respondents from low-cost housing estates and for
those from resettlement estates were compared and chi-square
analysis was used to detect whether there is significant
differences between them. Cross-tabulations of variables
were also done where appropriate to see the inter-relation-
ship between different variable. Inferences were then drawn




To analysis the socio-economic characteristics of the
members of credit unions in low-cost housing estates and re-
settlement estates, the author would like to start off with
their occupations. The table in Appendix C-1 gives a break-
down of the occupation groups that the subjects of the present
sample belong to. It can be seen that the total of the three
groups of people who are not working for an income, namely
the housewives, the students and those with no occupation
either because they are too old to work or they have not been
able to get a job, accounts for 40.4 per cent of the total
sample. On the other hand, members who belong to the lower
caliber occupational groups, namely factory workers, clerks
and others (including child caretakers, salesmen, drivers and
people working San home industries) account for another 31.9
per cent. These figures reflect that most members of the type
of credit unions under consideration are either no-income-
earners or hand-to-mouth wage-earners who are rather low in
social status. To pursue this point further, one can look
into the table of Appendix C-2 for the distribution of personal
incomes of the people in the sample* It can be seen that
thirty-seven out of a sample of forty-seven (78.7 per cent)
have either no income or monthly personal income below HK$1,000.
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Only two out of forty-seven (k.3 per cent) have monthly personal
income above $2,000.
If one looks at the distribution of family incomes as
presented in the table in Appendix C-3, one can see that most
respondents (61.7 per cent) in the present' sample have monthly
family incomes from $1,001 to $3,000. Only five out of forty-
seven (10.6 per cent) have monthly family incomes below $1,000.
It then seems that most of the credit union members under con-
sideration can afford. a reasonable standard of living. However,
it may be misleading if one just looks at total incomes. The
family size of the respondents should also be taken into acc-
ount. As can be seen from the table in Appendix C-4, a large
number of respondents (38.3 per cent) have large families with
over eight persons. To get a more realistic picture, the total
income range of teach family is divided by the family size to
arrive at an estimation of the per capita income. The table
in Appendix C-5 will give some idea of the distribution of per
capita income. The data in the said table is summarized below:
TABLE 5.1
PER CAPITA MONTHLY INCOME DISTRIBUTION
OF THE SAMPLE UNDER SURVEY
Per Capita Number of Percentage of
Monthly Income Respondents Total Sample
$100 or below 0 0.0%
25$101 to $300 53.2%
14 29.8%$301 to $500
$501 or above 6.4%3
No Answer 5 10.6%
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While..-no one in this sample is expected to be living in miser-
able conditions (with per capita income below $100 per month),
over fifty per cent of the sample (with per capita monthly
incomes ranging from $101 to $300 only) are not expected to
be living an easy life This distribution is compatible with
the credit union principle of helping those who are not so
economically well off. It should be remarked that there are
some quite well off minorities in the credit unions. These
should be motivated to contribute more to help their fellow
members.
The next characteristic to look at would be the educat-
ional level of the respondents. The table in Appendix C-6
shows a distribution. It can be seen that most of the members
in the sample are quite well educated--with secondary educat-
ion or above. Only 27.7 per cent has either no formal educat-
ion or only primary education. There are several implications
of these results. It may reflect that the better educated
ones are more ready to accept the principles and ideas of the
credit union movement. It may also reflect that the education-
al efforts of the credit unions towards those who are less
educated are inadequate to convince them of the advantages
offered by the credit unions. On the other hand, one should
not overlook the possibility that there is some bias in the
sample. It might well be that the result is brought about by
a more than proportionate response from the better educated
groups. Although the selection of respondents was done as
much in a random manner as possible, it is not unlikely that
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many less-educated members, who are not so open-minded as to
reveal their own particulars, have refused to respond to the
survey that the proper proportions are distorted. Furthermore,
the readers should be reminded that there is still some spread
in educational levels within the same class. In classifying
the respondents, .the author has grouped together into the same
class, say, "Secondary", all respondents who are now in second-
ary schools, who had completed secondary education and who had
discontinued before completion of secondary schooling. Anyway,
the data serve to indicate that intelligence is not lacking in
credit union members, and the movement should try to make best
use of it.
As to the distribution of age, a look at the table in
Appendix C-7 reveals that there is concentration within the
ranges from sixteen to twenty-five and from forty-one to sixty.
An explanation for this concentration seems to rest on the
motivation to build up savings. At the age of some sixteen
to twenty-five g young people have a lot of wants. They have
an interest in many novelties. Many youths are putting up
savings for buying things they long to possess p for example,
motor-cycles q automobiles, Hi-Fi systems, etc. On the other
hand, some are saving for their future and are putting up money
for further education, for starting their own business or for
marriage purposes. For the middle-aged from forty-one to sixty,
they are eager to put up money in preparation for their old
age, when they are too old to work.
It should be noted from the given table that with
respondents from low-cost housing estates the concentration
is in the middle-aged group while with respondents from re-
settlement estates the concentration is in the younger group.
As to the possession of discretionary consumer goods,
the table in Appendix C.8 reveals that a vast majority of the
respondents already have radio sets, black and white television
sets, refrigerators, telephones, and pick-ups and/or tape re-
corders in their homes. This is an indication that the living
standards of the subjects 9 in terms of material goods, have
been rising with.the growth of the economy. However, respond-
ents with the higher caliber consumer goods such as colour
television sets, automobiles and stereo Hi-Fi sound systems
are still relatively few. Besides consumer goods, some res-
pondents also possess assets such as share securities and gold.
Before summing up, the author would like to invite
attention of the readers to the fact that throughout the tables
in Appendix C-1 to C-7, he has broken down the respondents into
two groups, those from low-cost housing estates and those from
resettlement estates, and have presented their statistics
side-by-side. On examination, it is found that the two groups
of people do not present very significant differences in their
socio-economic characteristics. This is confirmed by Chi-
square analysis (10), the result of which is shown in Table 5.2.
To sum up this part of the analysis, it should be said
that many of tine respondents in the present study are either
non-wage-earners (housewives and students) or hand-to-mouth




RESULTS OF CHI-SQUARE TESTS PERFORMED ON DATA
PRESENTED IN APPENDICES C-1 TO C-7
Appendix Degree of Freedom
Critical Value of
0.05 sign. 0.01 sign.
C-1 12.38 8 15.51 20.09
C-2 8.96 6 12.59 16.81
C-3 2.60 7 14.07 18.48
C-4 8.44 5 11.07 15.09
C-5 6.90 7 14.07 18.48
C-6 3.79 5 11.07 15.09
C-7 16.25 9 16.92 21.67
them have large families with more than one person earning
the living of the family. On a per capita income basis, it
is seen that over half of them cannot be counted as well off.
Only about one third of them have incomes on a per capita
basis that would suggest a more reasonable standard of living.
As to education, it is indicated that a considerable proport-
ion of credit union members are reasonably educated and there
should be enough intelligent people for the movement to make
good use of. There is an apparent concentration of respond-
ents in the age groups of sixteen to twenty-five and forty-
one to sixty. This is possibly a reflection of the strong
motives of people in these age groups to save. Finally, it
is seen that most of the respondents do possess common dis-
cretionary consumer goods and that some even possess assets
such as share securities and gold.
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5.2 Motives
To investigate the factors motivating people to join
credit unions a list of fifteen reasons for joining credit
unions was presented in the questionnaire. The subjects were
requested to indicate whether they strongly agree with, agree
with, are neutral to, disagree with or strongly disagree with
each reason stated as being a motivational factor for people
to join credit unions The reactions of the subjects to the
stated motivating factors are used to project their motives
for joining credit unions o A score is assigned to each alter-
native reaction as follows:
TABLE 5.3
ASSIGNMENT OF SCORES TO REACTIONS
Reaction Score





A mean score is calculated for each motivational factor, to-
gether with the standard deviation of the score distribution.
Furthermore, mean scores for subgroups of the sample t accord-
ing to housing type, education, occupation, family per capita
monthly income, age and experience of borrowing from credit
unions p are calculated and presented in Appendices C-9 to C-23-
Each factor is then considered separately.
-2
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L. Statement: People join credit unions because they can thus
make a lot of friends. (See Appendix C-9)
The mean score for the whole sample is 0.447, and the
standard deviation is 0.588. This means that, on the average,
the respondents are not very keen about the idea that people
joining credit unions are for making friends. This is a re-
flection that making friends does not have a significant part
to play in motivating people to join credit unions. The mean
scores for the subgroups show more or less uniform reactions
except for the owners of small business which have a remark-
ably different reaction from the other subgroups. Their mean
score of 1.333 indicates a rather strong agreement with the
statement. This may be a reflection of the eagerness of busi-
nessmen towards making friends and building up good relations.
Thus, making friends might well be a motivational factor for
small business owners to join credit unions. However, the
readers should be warned that he should not jump to the con-
clusion so soon. The sample of small business owners might
not necessarily be representative in view of its small sample
size. Anyway, at least a Possibility is revealed.
2. Statement: People join credit unions because they can thus
obtain low-interest loans. (See Appendix C-10.)
The mean score for the whole sample is 0.979, which is
very close to 1.000. The standard deviation is 0.489. This.
means that, on the average, the respondents agree with the
idea that people join credit unions because of the availability
of low-interest loans. The responses of all subgroups are more
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or less in line with the overall mean except for the subgroups
with no formal education and with age over sixty-one. These
two subgroups are neutral to the statement. However,the sam-
ple size for these two subgroups is too small for drawing any
meaningful conclusion from the responses. However, on the
whole, one can take low-interest loans as a motivational factor
for people who join credit unions.
3. Statement: People join credit unions because they wish to
get into the habit of saving. (See Appendix C-11.)
The mean score for the whole sample is 0.937, which is
again quite close to 1.000. The standard deviation is 0.315.
This shows that the respondents, on the average ,agree with
the idea that people join credit unions because they wish to
develop the savings habit. If one goes over the subgroups,
he will find that the subgroups with no formal education, with
no occupation, and with age of sixty-one or above are more or
less neutral to the statement. Again, because of the small
sample sizes, no meaningful conclusion can be obtained, How-
ever, it might be possible that the subgroup with no occupation
is neutral to the statement because the respondents in it have
no income of their own and thus have nothing to save, and, as
a consequence, the development of a savings habit means nothing
to them.
4. Statement: People join credit unions because they can
obtain good interest on their savings there.
(See Appendix C-12.)
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The mean score for the total sample is -0.681, and the
standard deviation is 0.736, which means that the reactions
of the respondents, on the average, ranges from being neutral
to disagreement to the idea that interests on savings is a
motivational factor for people joining credit unions. This is
a reflection that credit union members are not.really interested
in the interest they can get from their credit union deposits.
This should not be interpreted that credit union members are
so generous that they do not care about interest on their
money. As can be seen from the table in Appendix, C-24, about
half of the total sample indicated that they know the rates
of interest on their credit union savings. These people may
well be aware of the interests they are getting on their depos-
its. Even among those who indicated that they have no know-
ledge of the interest rates on their credit union savings there
may be ones who are aware of the returns on their money, al-
though they have no idea of the rates.
The situation might be that, since the interest rates
of credit unions are very low (around X p.a. only), the
interest the members obtain are by no means significant to
them. This is more the case when the amounts deposited are
small. Actually, if one looks at the table in Appendix C-24,
he will find that most credit union accounts have very low
balances.
Looking at the subgroups, it can be seen that respond.
ents from low-cost housing estates disagree, on the average,
with the statement while those from resettlement estates tend
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to be more indifferent. This may be a reflection that credit
union members from low-cost housing estates are somewhat less
interested in the interest offered by credit unions than those
from resettlement estates.
Responses across the different. education levels are more
less uniform. On the other hand, if one looks at the different
occupational groups, he will find that the students and the
small business owners show significant disagreement with the
statement. The reason why the students disagree is probably
a reflection that they are largely supported by their families
and are thus not so concerned with money. As to the small busi-
ness owners, their disagreement probably reflects that they
are not very concerned about interest obtained from credit
unions because they are more concerned about the returns brought
to them by the loans they can obtain from them.
By looking at the mean score of the various per capita
income groups it may be seen that those with higher family
per capita monthly incomes ($301 or above) tend to disagree
with the interest-earning motive for joining credit unions
more than those with lower family per capita monthly incomes
($300 or below), This reflects that as the per capita income
of the respondents gets higher they are less concerned about
the interest they can obtain. On the other hand, by looking
at the mean scores of the various age groups, it may be seen
that respondents of age twenty-five or below disagree with the
interest-earning motive, whereas as age goes up, the respond-
ents tend to be more and more indifferent to it. As can be
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seen from our later discussions, respondents from the younger
age groups are more. concerned about the social aspects of the
credit unions than the economic aspects
5. Statement: People join credit unions because they want to
put their money where there is a high degree of
security. (See Appendix C-13-)
The mean score for the whole sample is 0.894 and the
standard deviation is 0.478. This shows that the respondents,
on the average, do agree with the security motive, although
the agreement is not very strong. However, one should not
conclude at once that the security measures taken in credit
unions constitute a motivational factor for people to put their
money there. It would be more appropriate to interpret the
responses as that the credit union members do consider credit
unions safe enough for them do put their money in. On the
other hand, it should be pointed out that the confidence mem-
bers have in credit unions is by far less than what they have
in commercial banks This is evident from the table in Appen-
dix C-25. It can be seen that over half of the respondents
have much more money in their commercial bank accounts than
in their credit union accounts. There are other reasons for
this phenomenon, but the difference in confidence is a major
force leading to it. When the respondents were asked why they
do not put all their money into the credit unions v one of the
most frequent answers was that they think it safer to diversify
by placing their savings in banks.
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6. Statement: People join credit unions because of the per-
suasion of other people. (See Appendix C-14.)
The mean score for the- to tal sample is -0.595 and the
standard deviation is 0.964. This means that the reactions,
of the respondents, on the average, ranges from being neutral
to disagreement with the statement. Responses across the sub-
groups are more or less uniform except that the small business
owners are strongly against the statement. From these obser-
vations it may be concluded that most credit union members do
not join just because of the persuasion of other people.
7. Statement: People join credit unions because there is no
bank nearby their residence. (See Appendix C-15.)
The mean score for the total sample is -1.106 and the
standard deviation is 0-776. This means that the respondents,
on the average, disagree with the statement. In actual fact,
most residential areas, including resettlement areas and low-
cost housing estates, are served by branches of various commer-
cial banks., Thus q the lack of banks around their dwelling place
is not a reason for people to join credit unions.
8. Statement: People join credit unions because they can get
fast service from credit unions and procedures
are simple. (See Appendix C-16).
The mean score for the total sample is 0.319, which is
quite close to zero. The standard deviation is 0.558. This
means that the respondents, on the average, are more or less
neutral to the statement. Looking across the various subgroups,
it can be seen that those with primary education, clerks, and
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small business owners tend to agree with the statement. These
observations show that most respondents are rather hesitant
to admit that credit union services are satisfactory. In
actual fact, when the respondents with bank accounts were
asked why they do not put all their money into their credit
union accounts 9 over eighty per cent of the responses were
that they prefer the better service and greater convenience
provided by commercial banks. Thus, it may be concluded that
the services credit union members are getting out of their
credit unions are inferior to' those they can obtain from banks,
On the other hand, respondents do not disagree with the
statement because there might still be something good in cre-
dit union services. There are two possible good points that
the author can suggest. The first is on the lending side of
the credit union picture. The procedures for obtaining a
loan and the speed of service in this respect are not much
inferior to other institutions because commercial institutions
would be quite cautious when they are approached for loans,
whatever the form of these loans is, and would spend quite a
bit of time on investigations and procedures before granting
them. The second good point is possibly that, because of the
small size of membership of each credit union, the credit
union officials knows the members pretty well. Thus, members
would feel more at home when they are dealing with credit
union officials than when they are dealing with bank personnel.
9. Statement: People join credit unions because they can obtain
loans easily from credit unions. (See Appendix C-17.)
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The mean score for the total sample is 0.404, and the
standard deviation is 0.751. Although the responses of the
subjects are positive, on the average, there is a tendency
for them Aot to show definite agreement. Going through the
subgroups, one can see that the responses of these are more
or less uniform. The only subgroups with outstandingly differ-
ent reactions are those with education up to matriculation
level, the professionals and the occupational group denoted
by Others* Unfortunately, the sample size of these is too
small to draw any meaningful inference. On the whole, it may
be said that to obtain easy loans is not a strong motive for
people joining credit unions e A reason for this probably that
credit union loans are not necessarily easily obtained. In
the first place, investigations and meetings of the Credit
Committee have to be conducted before a loan can be approved,
In the second place, funds are not readily available for ex-
tending loans. One of the problems that credit unions are
facing is that the demand for loans exceeds the funds avail-
able--from share funds of members and loans from the Central
Credit Union--for granting them o Also p repayments of many
borrowers are not very prompt, thus aggravating the shortage
of funds o It is not unusual for an applicant to wait for weeks
before his loan can be filled.
10. Statement: People join credit unions because they can thus
enjoy free life insurance. (See Appendix C-18.)
The mean score for the whole sample is 0.787, and the
standard deviation is 0.507. This means that the respondents,
on the average, agree with the statement. Looking into the
subgroups, it can be seen that reactions vary quite a bit fron
subgroup to subgroup t ranging from being neutral to agreement 4
However, there is no definite trend of variation of reactions
with variations in socio-economic characteristics. On the
whole, it may be said that. free life insurance is a factor
motivating people to join credit unions.
11. Statement: People join credit unions because they are in
urgent need of a loan. (See Appendix C-19.)
The mean score for the whole sample is -0.298 and the
standard deviation is 1.145. This-suggests that although the
respondents on the average disagree slightly with the 'state-
ment, opinions are quite varied. It may be inferred that
although not many of the members of credit unions joined be.
cause of their being in urgent need of loans, it is a motiv-
ation factor for some. When looking at the subgroups, one
can see that most of them, though more or less,-neutral, have
shown a slightly negative reaction to the statement. This
observation can serve as a confirmation of the above inference
12. Statement: People join credit unions because they can
learn a lot of other knowledge from their
credit unions. (See Appendix C-20.)
The mean score for the whole sample is 0.638 and the
standard deviation is 0.656. This means that the respondents,
on the average v do agree slightly with this statement. The
result suggests that there are people who join credit unions
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because of the learning motive. Among subgroups t the students
and small business owners show especially definite agreement
with the statement. Naturally the students are eager to learn.
For the small business owners, it may be that what they can
learn from credit unions (e.g. bookkeeping and handling of
money) is of, practical value to them. On the other hand,
younger people have shown greater positive reaction to the
learning motive than the older ones, as can be seen from the
subgroup scores. This suggests that young people are more
likely to be motivated by the knowledge that can be obtained.
13. Statement: People join credit unions because a credit
union is owned by the members and everyone is
being valued in a credit union. (See Appendix
C-21.)
The mean score for the whole sample is 0.851, and the
standard deviation is 0.254. This means that the respondents,
on the average g agree with the statement to some extent Suo-
groups have shown somewhat uniform reactions. These observat-
ions suggest that people like to be valued, and credit unions
are trying to give them what they want.
14. Statement: People join credit unions because everyone is
equal in credit unions. (See Appendix C-22.)
The mean score for the total sample is 0.915 which is
quite close to one The standard deviation is 0.291. This
suggests agreement of the respondents, on the average, to the
statement. It can be seen also that the subgroups have shown
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similar reactions to a greater or less degree. These observ-
ations reflect that credit union members do look for equality.
Equality of people might be especially valuable in Hong Kong
where there is a lot of sob,ial un jus tice.
15. Statement: People join credit unions because- they can thus
become self-sufficient and need not ask capital.
fists for help. (See Appendix C-23.)
The mean score for the total sample is 0.574, and the
standard deviation is 0.585. This result suggests that the
respondents t on the average, tend to agree with the statement.
Much variation is shown in the reaction of the subgroups, rang-
ing from slight disagreement to difinite agreement, with four
to five subgroups showing indifference*' These observations
lead to the inference that, regarding self-sufficiency, credit
union members can be divided into two categories.- one contains
those who are already self-sufficient and the other those who
are not. The latter category does look for self-sufficiency.
However, the credit unions have not been able to help them much
To sum up, the mean scores for all statements are listed
in Table 5.4. It can be seen that the most dominating motives
of the members of credit unions studied for joining credit
unions are to open up the way to low-interest loans in case
they need them, to get into the haDit of saving and to have a
feel for equality of people which is so lacking in Hong Kong.
Less dominating motives are to look for protection of their
savings by putting it somewhere which offers a considerable
degree of security, to earn some interest out of their savings
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TABLE 5.4
LIST OF MEAN SCORES FOR THE FIFTEEN STATEMENTS
IN QUESTION 19 OF THE SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE
Mean Standard
DPvia tionStatement Score
1. They can thus make a lot of friends. 0.427 0.588
2. They can thus get low-interest loans. 0.979 0.489
3. They wish to get into the habit of
0.937 0.315saving.
4. They can, obtain good interest on their
-0.681savings there. 0.736
5. They want to put their money where
0.478there is a high degree of security. O.894
-0.595 0.9646. Of the persuasion of other people
7. There is no bank nearby their resid-
-1.106ence. 0.776
8. They can. get fast service from credit
unions and procedures are simple. 0.319 0.558
9. They can obtain loans easily from
credit unions. 0.404 0.751
LO. They can thus enjoy free life in sur-
ancp. 0.5070.787
1.14511. They are in urgent need of a loan. -0.298
112. They can learn a lot of other know-
0.638 o.656ledge from their credit unions.
3. A credit union is owned by the member
and everyone is being valued in a
0,254credit union. 0.85.
0.291.14. Everyone is equal in credit unions. 0, 91-5
15. They can thus become self-sufficient
and need not ask capitalists for
help. 0.5850.574
and to enjoy free life insurance. It is likely that credit
union members also hope that credit unions can give them good
interest and a high standard of service. However, credit
unions have so far been unable to provide tixese benefits.
Of course, one must bear in mind that the motives suggested
so far are only for credit union members on the average. There
might be individuals or subgroups with different motives.
There might also be people whose motive is to make friends or
to learn something, like the owners of small businesses and
the younger members.
After looking at the fifteen statements presented in the
questionnaire, the next thing to do is to proceed to look at
the other data collected from the zesponden is and draw-further
inferences before arriving at any conclusion.
When the respondents were asked from where did they
learn of their credit unions, some fifty-five per cent replied
that they learnt of it from their parish. This result cannot
be. representative of all community type credit unions, since
our sample has been selected from credit unions with a parish
in their background while some credit unions do not have this.
However, as was mentioned in Chapter 2.0, many community type
credit unions have evolved from parish credit unions and there
are not very many community type credit unions in Hong Kong
that have no connection with a parish. Thus, the result obtained
does have significant meaning. It points out that the parish
plays a significant role in the publicity of the movement.
Also g for those credit unions with no parish in their back-
ground, an important point should not be overlooked. The
parish church is a place where people meet regularly and fre-
quently.. Thus, it should come to light that the movement should
be publicised in occasions where a large number of people meet
frequently and regularly. Publicity through mass media, for
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example, television, should be considered. On the other hand,
some twenty-five per cent of the respondents indicated' that
they learnt of the credit unions from their friends or other
family members. This suggests that, in order to recruit* more
members, a campaign in which each member brings in one or more
friends could be very effective.. Further, there are some
twenty plus per cent of the respondents who indicated that
they learned of the credit unions from pamphlets, posters and
other published materials of credit unions, or even from the
more existence of a credit union office. This result points
to the need for more publicity and the need for a decent office.
When the respondents were asked whether they had joined
any hwe i before they joined credit unions q thirty-six of
them replied. that they had not. Only ten out of the forty-
seven respondents (one gave no answer) indicated that they
had the experience of joining hwei's. Out of the ten res-
pondents who had joined hwei's before, seven of them were
in the age group of forty to sixty. This is an indication
that the hwei is more or less an old-fashioned institution
popular only among the older generation. Younger people are
more accustomed to the more modern financial institutions,
for example, banks.
When those with experience in hwei's were asked whether
they are still members of hwei' s after they have joined their
credit unions, eight of them replied that they are not. As
to the reasons why they have given up joining hwe i's", the
major ones are:
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1. "Hweit' s" are not regulated by law.
2. They have to pay high interest on loans.
3. One may not necessarily get a loan from a hwe i when
he needs it because other people may bid a higher interest
and get it.
4. Hwei transactions are not convenient.
5. They do not need hwei loans now.
As to the advantages of joining "hwei's", these respond-
ents indicated two:
1. One can get high interest on his money.
2. One can ae t loansail because no formal vro c e duce is
required.
When these respondents were asked about the difference
between hwei's and credit unions, they indicated the follow-
ing ones:
1. Credit unions have better organization and are regulated
by law. Thus credit unions are more secure than hweits.
2. The spirit of joining credit unions 3s di. fferent from
that of joining hwei's". In "hwei's" people are only
concerned about interest.. On the other hand, credit
union members are concerned with helping other people.
3. Credit unions provide free life insurance while "hwei'"s
do not.
4. Loan repayment terms are more flexible in credit unions.
One can delay repayment if necessary in a credit union,
but he cannot in a "hwei".
From these observations, one can project that the motives
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of a significant portion of credit union members in joining
any financial institution are more or less to get interest out
of their money and to obtain loans when they need them. How-
ever, before they choose where to put their money, they would
need additional information such as the degree of security,
the favourability of terms and the availability of additional
benefits.
As was already mentioned before, and as can be seen from
Appendix C-25, over half of the respondents have more deposits
in their bank accounts than in their credit union accounts,
and indeed, sometimes very much more. Their reasons, besides
the relative lack of confidence in credit unions and the relat-
ively better service of commercial banks, as mentioned before,
are that commercial banks offer higher interest ratesl and
that sometimes banks give presents to depositors, for example,
saving boxes, etc. Thus, it can be seen that credit union
members are quite conscious of interest and additional benefits.
The respondents were asked about the number of times they
have borrowed from credit unions and the maximum amounts they
have borrowed. The a results are presented in Appendices C-26
and C-27. It can be seen that over one third of the respondents
are quite active borrowers (those who have borrowed twice or
more within a period of six years) and over one third of them
35.7 per cent) had borrowed over $1,000 at maximum. There are
40.4 per cent who had never borrowed before. However, out of
these non-borrowers, 58 per cent have joined for less than one
year. It is pretty likely that within this short period, they
1This may not be always true.
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still have not encountered any need for borrowing. As to the
purposes of the loans and whether the loans obtained were
sufficient to meet the demands of the specific purposes, the
results obtained from the respondents were tabulated in
Appendix C-28. It can be seen that the major purposes of the
loans are for buying consumer goods and for family ordinary
expenses. In nearly half of the cases, the loans extended
were adequate for the purposes intended. Thus, it can be seen
that the credit unions can do something to improve the living
of- their members by allowing them to buy more consumer goods.
They can also bring relief to members in that they can lend
to them to support their families in time of difficulty.
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6.0 CONCLUSION
Before arriving at any conclusion, the suthor wishes.
to point out that the present study is not necessarily fully
representative. Although the sample is selected in as much
a random manner as possible, there is always the possibility
that the refusal rate of respondents in a particular socio-
economic state is particular high, thus resulting in a lack
of representation from that particular cluster. Hence, the
chance of slight biases in the sample is always present.
However, as long as this study is intended to be indicative
rather than conclusive, it can be considered as adequate.
From the analyses in the previous chapter, it can be
seen that our first hypothesis in section 4.3 is confirmed
since it is evident that most members are really motivated
by personal tangible benefits such as the availability of
low-interest loans, security for their money, interest on
their deposits and free life insurance.
The second hypothesis is only true to the extent that
most of the members are not living in misery. However, as
the per capita income distribution suggests, only a small
portion is living reasonably well.
The third hypothesis is true since it is evident that
most of the members have only small balances in their credit
union accounts. Some members have even stated this more or
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less explicitly. At the same time, the fourth hypothesis is
also true since it is evident that over half of the respond.
ents have significantly more money in their bank accounts than
in their credit union accounts.
The fifth hypothesis is only partly true• It can be
seen that a large portion of credit union members have a rea-
sonable level or education, say secondary or primary educat-
ion* Rather than saying that there is a lack of human re-
sources, it might be more appropriate to state that a large
amount of human talent is not being developed or motivated
for good use in the extension of the movement. On the other
hand, there are relatively few members with higher levels of
education who, if motivated or inspired, could give aggressive
and progressive leadership to the movement.
The sixth hypothesis is true since the financial strengtl
of a credit union depends on the amount of money its members
put into it, and it is evident that most members maintain
only marginal accounts in their credit unions. It follows
that the seventh hypothesis is also true since, with the
limited deposits p credit unions cannot extend :loans to their
members to a very significant level. As evidenced in the
analysis, most loans are used for buying consumer goods and
for ordinary family expenses only. Credit unions are still
unable to do much in helping members secure better dwelling
places or obtain better educations for their children.
The eighth hypothesis is true only to the extend that
the members, on the average, are motivated by the equality
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issue of the movement. However, they are not motivated by
such social issue as making a lot of friends.
To bring about a major breakthrough for the present
situation of the movement, the credit unions have to be more
aggressive and businesslike. This is a hard fact for the
movement. Although it is more or less a socialistic issue,
the credit union has no choice but to take a more capital-
istic approach.. Hong Kong is typically a capitalistic soc-
iety and the credit union movement is nothing more than a
subculture in a total Hong Kong culture, which is character-
ised by individualism, selfishness and merciless competition.
It is far from being likely that the issues of the subculture
can change the well-established overall culture.
When the author says businesslike p the first thing he
means is that a lot of marketing and selling efforts should
be made. Most credit unions in Hong Kong have so far been
sitting and waiting for the members to approach them for
loans. To be more aggressive, the credit union officials
should go out to meet the people and find out what their needs,
either apparent or hidden, are and sell to them the idea that
the credit unions can help them out in these needs. With a
clearer concept of what the credit unions can do for them,
it is likely that the people will have a more favourable
attitude towards credit unions.
The next effort should be to launch more publicity
programmes. The purpose is to have more people know and
form a correct concept about credit unions,- thus increasing-
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their confidence in the movement, The League should take
the lead in this endeavour. It should seek to tell people
about the legal status and security measures of credit unions
As suggested in the previous chapter, mass media publicity
should be sought. Also, as the social issues of the movement
for example, equality for all, do motivate members of credit
unions (based on the present study), they should be emphasizes
in the movement's publicity.
Besides marketing efforts, educational efforts should
also be intensified. The educational efforts should aim at
making the members visualize the true values of the movement
rather than just the, tangible individual benefits. However,
the movement should not expect too much from the educational
efforts in the short run. As education is a slow process, a
long-term view must be taken*
In the short run, the credit unions still have to cater
to the personal benefit motives of the members. This concerns
the very survival of the credit unions, for unless the members
are interested and stay on, the credit unions can go nowhere.
After all, the ultimate goal of credit unions is to bring
benefits to the members.
Individual credit unions should strive to extend greater
and more substantial financial assistance to their members,
so that they can take greater steps forward in improving
their living standards. Of course, before a credit union
can do this, it must first increase its total assets substant-
a .ally. This is because a credit union. cannot lend more than
one-tenth of its total assets to a single member. To increase
assets, it can either get more deposits (share funds) from its
existing members or get more members, or both. The officials
of a credit union should go out and study the needs of the
people in their area, and then make an estimate of the deposit
level that must be attained before the members can get large
enough loans to meet these needs. They should then sell to
their members, or other people in the same community, so that
if each one save up to a certain level, everyonets needs can
be filled, and that if more people join in, the target to be
hit by each is yet lower. The ability to perceive the tangible
benefits of hitting a specific target would provide an incent-
ive for the people to put more money into credit unions. The
members should also be encouraged to.bring more .people into
the credit unions. Membership can be increased geometrically
if campaigns are launched from time to time in which each
member is encouragea to bring in one more member.
A potential problem would be that membership has increased
substantially and everyone asks for a large loan, there might
not be enough funds made available to extend them, even though
the Central Credit Union is actively engaged in the mobilizat-
ion of funds. To solve the problem, the League should seek
to bring in funds from outside. One way would be for the
Central Credit Union here in Hong Kong to seek to borrow large
sums from central credit unions in other countries which have
excess funds to lend. This way may not be a easy one since
foreign exchange problems are present and may need a lot of
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technical knowledge which is lacking in the credit union move-
ment here.
Another way could be to appeal to the Hong Kong Govern-
ment or to- some local private foundations for large long-term
loans at low interest rates. This.. money can then be channelled
to the various credit unions for loans to the members* How-
ever, this second way may be in violation of the credit union
principle of self-help through mutual help. It is left to the
leaders of the movement to consider which is more valuable:
to strictly upkeep the credit union principle or to strengthen
the movement and bring more long-run benefits to the members
at the expense of this principle in the short run.
Better services should also be provided in order to
attract more deposits. The most important thing is to have
credit union services to go full-time, at least in the collect-
ion of deposits. This is vital because many members are house-
wives who would like to deposit their money on their way to
the market place for daily purchases.i Also, many people would
think that it is not safe to carry money around at night, and
would like to have their money deposited in the day-time.
Further, each credit union should strive to get one or more
decent and permanent office premises so as to enhance the
confidence of the members in it and hence attract more deposits.
The League should lead all community type credit unions to
negotiate with the Government or the relevent housing author.
ities for decent and suitably located office premises ar rea-
sonable rentals in the various resettlement and lnw-rn_qf
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housing estates.
The author has thus far been making suggestions without
giving due consideration to resources. In order to be aggres-
sive and in order to give better service, the credit unions,
especially those of the community type, and the League should
be prepared to pay for the human resources required. The
aovement cannot rely too heavily on voluntary efforts. It
should be prepared to hire more professional people and to
pay for more full-time staff to help in the development of
the movement. It should also set up educational funds for
high level training of its voluntary workers. However, it is
all too clear that, with the financial .resources presently
available, the movement would be unable to acquire the human
resources required. It might not be willing to borrow from
external sources, but, in order to facilitate a faster take-
off of the movement with more human resources, it has no way
but to do so. The League should seek to borrow a lump sum
and allocate the money to the individual credit unions to
finance their development.
It is probably apparent to the readers that the measures
so far suggested have been referring mostly to credit unions
in Hong Kong in general without much special reference to
community type credit uiions. The author wishes to point out
here that although the recommendations are based on the findings
from, and the author's experience with, community type credit
unions in Hong Kong, they are also applicable in the other
credit unions. However, it is vital that the community type
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credit unions should be given first priority in case any major
actions are taken to implement the recommendations because
they are the relatively weak ones and their potentials are
highest, in view of the large population that they can serve.
As a final word, the author wishes to say that the
community type credit unions in Hong Kong are not in a sound
situation. To take off from the present situation would re-
quire a heavy investment in the movement--and the investment
would have to be done with funds borrowed externally. The
whole idea is undeniably highly risky. However, for the move-
ment to take off and grow rapidly, and ultimately to bring-benefits
both material and spiritual--to a vast majority of the small
people, this investment is essential and the risk is worth
taking.
APPENDIX A
ORGANIZATION AND FUNCTIONING OF THE HWEI
The idea of hwei was born in ancient Chinese society.
It is very similar to that of the credit union. However, the
way of operation and the spirit of the hwei are somewhat
different.
The basic idea is to have a number of people pool their
savings together and lend to the one who needs financing. If
anyone wishes to form a hwei': he can call together around
twenty people. He is then the head of the hwei and all
transactions will go through him. Transactions are done at
regular frequencies, usually once a month. The length of time
that the hwei will last depends on the number of shares being
subscribed. For example, if there are twenty-five shares and
transactions are carried out once every month, then the hwei
will last for twenty-four months, after which it is dissolved
automatically.
The monthly subscription for each share is fixed at,
say, $200. Then, everyone has to pay-in $200, less interest,
to the head at the beginning of the month. The money collected
would go to the borrower of the month.
There can only be one borrower for each transaction.
If more than one member asks for a loan, they have to bid for
it. The one who is willing to pay the highest interest would
get it. In this respect, the credit union is different.from
the "hwei". The former lends to those who are really in need,




Every participant is entitled to borrow once only, unless
he has subscribed for more than one share. Interest is paid
only to those who have not previously borrowed from the group.
Every member is a lender before he borrows from the to "hwei"
and is entitled to receiving interest. When one borrows, he
is actually getting back the money he had lent to other parti-
cipants and borrowing from those who are still creditors.
As different from the credit union, the interest rates
of money lent out and money borrowed are not explicit. The
interest to be paid by the borrower is deducted directly from
the subscriptions. For example, if the subscription is $200
and the borrower of a particular month is willing to pay $20
interest on each subscription, then each lender has to pay-in
$180 only. For those who have borrowed previously, they still
have to subscribe $200--they are now repaying their debts only
and therefore are not entitled to receiving any interest. In
a way, the borrower is getting back $200 each from those whom
he had previously lent to, and borrowed $180 each from the
rest whom he will have to pay back $200 each. The one who
keeps on lending money up to the last transaction would receive
$200 from each of the rest at the end.
The members of the hwei are basically motivated by
the high rates of return and the ease of obtaining credit.
Since the hwei. is privately operated, there are no statist.
is s on interest rates. To give the readers some idea of the
rates, the author would like to quote his personal experience
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in one of the hwei's. During the economic boom in 1972,
borrowers were willing to pay*$18 interest on a subscription
of $100. Since the subscription had interest deducted, it
means that for a contribution of $82 one could get back $100
sometime in between the point of time when the contribution
was made and the end of the period in which the hwei'' was
to last. If one contributes throughout the duration of the
't hwe i, say two years, his average rate of return would be
as high as forty per cent per annum. When the demand for
loans is not great, the interest is usually lower. For example,
a hwei with nominal monthly subscription of $200 is likely
to have borrowers willing to pay $20 interest only. In this
case, the average rate of return is only around twenty per
cent per annum. This is still much higher than the credit
union rates of return*
One outstanding characteristic of the hwei is that
monthly subscriptions are compulsory. This has the effect
of forcing the people to save regularly, which is lacking in
credit unions.
Although it is quite wide-spread and popular, especially
among people running small business, the hwei enjoys no
legal status in Hong Kong. However, the law does not ban its
being operated privately among individuals as long as the head
of a hwei does not engage in more than one hwei at the
same time. As a matter of course, the participants are not
protected by law. They have to rely on the integrity of all
participants for the security of their money.
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APPENDIX B-1
香 港 中 文 大 學 嶺 南 工 商 管 理 研 究 所
儲 蓄 互 助 社 社 員 資 料 調 查 問 卷
此 項 調 查 之 結 果 ， 將 作 為 香 港 中 文 大 學 嶺 南 工 商 管 理 研 究 所 黎 永 英 之 碩 士 論 文











閣 下 何 時 開 始 參 加 儲 蓄 互 助 社 ？
年 月
請 問 閣 下 從 那 兒 知 道 儲 蓄 互 助 社 的 存 在 ？
請 問 是 誰 介 紹 閣 下 參 加 儲 蓄 互 助 社 ？ （ 請 在 適 當 的 格 子 內 加
朋 友
鄰 居
其 他 ： 請 說 明
同 事
互 助 社 的 職 員 或 幹 事
你 加 入 儲 蓄 互 助 後 ， 曾 經 參 加 多 少 次 周 年 大 會 ?
次
你 是 否 記 得 最 近 一 次 周 年 大 會 何 時 舉 行 ？
記 不 得
記 得 ， 是 年 月 日
你 有 沒 有 參 加 （ 出 席 ） 最 近 一 次 的 周 年 大 會 ？
有 沒 有
我 參 加 後 未 還 未 有 過
你 參 加 儲 蓄 互 助 社 之 前 ， 有 沒 有 參 加 過 義 會 （ 有 沒 有 做 過 會 ） ？
有 沒 有 （ 請 續 答 第 十 二 題 ）
你 現 在 還 有 沒 有 參 加 義 會 ？
有 （ 請 續 答 第 十 題 ）
沒 有 （ 請 續 答 第 九 題 ）
你 現 在 為 甚 麽 不 再 參 加 義 會 ？
你 認 為 參 加 義 會 有 甚 麽 好 處 ？
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你 認 為 參 加 義 會 和 參 加 儲 蓄 互 助 社 有 甚 麼 不 同 ？
請 問 你 有 沒 有 存 錢 入 銀 行 ？ （ 包 括 定 期 ， 活 期 及 支 票 戶 口 ）
有 沒 有 （ 請 續 答 第 十 六 題 ）








銀 行 存 款 的 利 息 為 多 少 ？
定 期 存 款 （ 一 個 月 ） 年 息 分 釐
（ 三 個 月 ）
（ 半 年 ）







活 期 存 款 ： 年 息 分 釐
不 知 道
你 為 甚 麼 不 把 全 部 銀 行 存 款 都 放 入 儲 蓄 互 相 社 內 ？
你 現 在 於 儲 蓄 互 助 社 內 儲 蓄 多 少 錢 ？
元
互 助 社 最 近 一 次 年 會 宣 佈 派 息 多 少 ？
分 釐
你 加 入 儲 蓄 互 助 社 之 後 ， 有 沒 有 經 常 增 加 你 的 股 金 ？
沒 有 有 ： 每 星 期 一
每 個 月 一 次
每 半 年 一 次
每 年 一 次
沒 有 定 期
其 他 次 數











19. 在 下 列 原 因 後 面 ， 請 於 適 當 處 加
人 們 參 加 儲 蓄 互 助 社 的 原 因 是 ：





















可 以 認 識 很 多 朋 友
可 以 得 到 低 息 貸 款
希 望 養 成 儲 蓄 的 習 慣
可 以 得 到 可 觀 的 利 息
存 款 得 到 很 好 的 保 障
因 為 別 人 的 聳 湧
住 所 附 近 沒 有 銀 行
互 助 社 手 續 簡 便 ， 服 務 快 捷
可 以 很 容 易 從 互 助 社 處 獲 得
貸 款
可 以 免 費 享 受 人 壽 保 險
因 為 急 於 貸 款
從 互 助 社 方 面 ， 可 以 學 習 到
很 多 其 他 知 識
因 為 互 助 社 是 由 社 員 所 擁 有
的 ， 每 個 社 員 都 受 到 重 視
在 互 助 社 內 ， 人 人 都 得 到 平
等 的 地 位 和 看 待
參 加 互 助 社 後 ， 社 員 可 目 給
自 足 ， 不 須 要 向 資 本 家 求 助
你 認 為 人 們 參 加 儲 蓄 互 助 社 ， 還 有 甚 麽 其 他 原 因 ？
你 會 向 儲 蓄 互 助 社 借 過 多 少 次 錢 ？
未 借 過 （ 請 續 答 第 26 題 ）
借 過 次
你 最 多 一 次 會 借 過 多 少 錢 ？
請 問 你 借 錢 是 為 了 甚 麽 用 途 ？
醫 藥 費
年 尾 清 付 賒 賑
殮 葬 費
家 庭 意 外 急 需
接 濟 大 陸 親 友
還 款 予 高 利 貸
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家 庭 日 常 開 支 教 育 費 小 生 意 資 本
牌 照 費 購 置 工 具 婚 嫁 費 用
喜 慶 送 禮 旅 遊 房 屋 修 理
交 付 按 金 清 繳 稅 款 買 屋
購 買 一 般 消 費 品 ， 如 電 單 車 、 雪 櫃 、 電 視 機 、 音 響 器 材 等







儲 蓄 互 助 社 是 否 能 夠 借 給 你 全 部 所 需 要 的 貸 款 ？
只 能 供 給 小 部 份
只 能 供 給 一 大 部 份
能 供 給 全 部
在 向 互 助 社 貨 款 之 前 ， 有 沒 有 先 向 其 他 方 面 要 求 借 款 ？
沒 有
有 ： 向 親 友
向 銀 行 蔌 財 務 公 司
向 義 會
向 高 利 貸
請 問 你 向 儲 蓄 互 助 社 貸 款 ， 要 付 多 少 利 息 ？
分 厘 （ 月 息 ）
不 知 道




請 問 你 的 職 業 是 甚 麽 ？ （ 請 說 明 行 業 及 職 位 ）
















30. 請 問 你 要 不 要 負 擔 家 庭 ？
完 全 要
要 負 擔 大 部 份
要 負 擔 一 半
要 負 擔 小 部 份
不 用 負 擔


















32. 請 問 你 全 家 一 共 有 多 少 人 ？
人
33. 請 問 你 在 學 校 念 過 多 少 書 ？
從 未 念 過 書
會 讀 小 學
會 讀 中 學
會 讀 大 學 預 科
會 讀 大 學 或 其 他 專 上 學 院
34. 閣 下 家 庭 住 所 為 ：
新 區 大 廈 （ 徙 置 大 廈 ）
廉 租 屋 邨
35. 下 列 物 品 中 ， 如 果 有 些 是 閣 下 家 中 所 擁 有 的 ， 請 在 其 旁 加
收 音 機
黑 白 電 視 機






唱 機 / 錄 音 機
身 歷 聲 音 響 系 統








閣 下 今 年 專 庚 （ 幾 多 歲 ） ？
性 別 ： 男
女
多 謝 合 作
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APPENDIX B-2.
THE LINGNAN INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
THE CHINESE UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG
SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE FOR CREDIT UNION MEMBERS
The result of this survey will serve as the basis of the
Master Thesis of Lai Wing Ying, Michael, student of the
Lingnan Institute of Business Administration, the Chinese
University of Hong Kong. All information supplied will be
kept absolutely confidential. Thank you for your cooperation.
1. When did you join your credit union?
(Date)
2. From where did you learn about the existence of credit
unions?
3. May I know who introduced you into your credit union?
(Please check the appropriate box.)
Friends Colleagues
Neihbours Credit union officials
Others: Please specify
4. How many Annual General Meetings did you attended ever
since you have joined your credit union?
times





There has not been one yet since I have joined
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6. Did you attended the last Annual General Meeting?
Yes
No
There has not been one yet since I have joined
7. Have you ever joined any "hwei" before you joined your
credit union?
Yes
No (Please proceed to No. 12.)
8. Are you still in any hwei at present?
Yes (Please proceed to No. 10.)
No (Please proceed to No. 9.)
9. Why don't you join hw e i any more now?
10. In your opinion, what are the advantages of joining the
"hwei"
11. what do you think are the differences between joining a
"hwei" and joining a credit union?
12. Have you any bank deposits? (Including fixed, saving and
demand deposits.
Yes
I No (Please proceed to No. 16.)
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13. How much bank deposit do you have (including fixed,





14. What are the interest rates for bank deposits?
Fixed Deposits: (1 month) %p.a.
(3 months) % p.a.
(6 months) % p.a.
% p.a.(12 months)
Saving Deposits: % p.a.
Don't Know
15. Why don't you put all your bank deposits into your
credit union account?
16. How much deposit do you have in your credit union account?
$




18. After joining your credit union, have you increased your
number of shares (deposits) freaently?
Never
Yes: Once every week
Once every month






19. Please check the appropriate space after each of the
followinp, reasons:









disagreestrongly D Neutral Agree strongly
(1) They can thus make a lot of
friends.
(2) They can thus get low-interest
loans.
(3) They wish to get into the habit
of savings
(4) They can obtain good interest
on their savings there.
(5 They want to put their money
where there is a high degree
of security.
(6} Of the persuasion of other people
(7) There is no bank nearby their
residence.
(8 They can get fast service from
credit unions and procedures
are simple.
(9) They can obtain loans easily
from credit unions.
(l0 They can thus enjoy free life
insurance.
(11) They are in urgent need of a
loan.
(12) They can learn a lot of other
knowledge from their credit
unions.
(13) A credit union is owned by the
members and everyone is being
valued in a credit union.
(cont'd)
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S D D N
(l4) Everyone is equal in credit
unions
(15) They can thus become self-suffic-
ient and need not ask capital-
ists for help.
20, In your opinion, what other reasons do people have in
joining credit unions?
21. How many times had you borrowed from your credit union?
Have not borrowed so far
(Please proceed to No. 26.)
times.Borrowed
22. What was the maximum stun that you have ever borrowed at
one time?
23. May I know for what purpose did you made your loans?
(You may check more than one box.)
Medical fees Funeral expenses
For the relief of To repay creditors
relatives in China at year end
Family emergency needs To repay loan sharks
J Family daily needs Education expenses
Capital for small Licence fees
business
I Purchase of equipment Wedding expenses
Gifts Touring
Repairing of house Deposits
Buying a house3 Tax payment
Purchase of consumer goods: e.g. motor-cycle




24. Can the credit union loans you got meet the demand of
your specific purposes?
Can only meet a small part
Can only meet half
Can meet a major part
jCan meet the whole demand
2.5. Did you make any attempt to look into other sources of
loans before going to your credit union?
No
Yes: from relatives and friends
from banks or finance companies
from the "hwei"
rom loa shark








A bit too high
Much too high
28. May I know your occupation? (Please specify your profess-
ion as well as your position.







30. Do you have to support your family?
Yes, completely
Have to support a major part
Have to support half
Have to support a small part
No need to support








32. How many people are there in your family?
people
33. May I know how much schooling did you have?




University or other institutes for higher
education
34. What kind of housing is your family having at present?
Resettlement Blocks
Low Cost Housing
35. In the list below, please check the properties that you
have at home. (You may check more than one box.)
Radio Set Motor-cycle
TV-set (B. & W. Air-conditioner
TelephoneTV-set (colour)
Refrigerator Pick-up/Tape recorder
Motor car Hi-Fi sound svs tem
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36. In the following list of assets, please check the boxes












AN ANALYSIS OF THE OCCUPATION DISTRIBUTION
OF THE SAMPLE UNDER SURVEY
Occupation
Number of Respondents



































































1Low Cost Housing Estates
2Resettlement Estates
*Percentages in brackets are column percentages.
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APPFFNDZX C-2
MONTHLY PERSONAL INCOME DISTRIBUTION
OF THE SAMPLE UNDER SURVEY
Number of Respondents
Monthly Personal Incomel L.C.H.a Complete to SampleR/Eb
0$3,001 or above 1
4.2%( 0. 0%) ( 4. 2% ( 2.1%))
$2,001 to $3,000 1 0 1
( 2.1%)( 0. 0%)
6$1,001 to $2,000 3 3
(12.5%)(13.00%) (12.8%)
14$ 501 to $1,000 7 7
(29.8%)(30.11%) (29.2%)
$1 to $500 0 5 5
( 0.0) (20.8%) (10.6%)
10 8 18I No Income
(43.5%) (33.3%) (38.3%)
2.No Answer 0 2
( 8.7%) ( 0.0%) ( 4.3%)
Total 24 47
(100.0%) (100.0%) (100.0%)
Low Cost Housing Estates
Resettlement Estates




MONTHLY FAMILY INCOME DISTRIBUTION
OF THE SAMPLE UNDER SURVEY
Number of Respondents
Monthly
L.C.H.aFamily Income R/E° lComple to Sample
$5,001 or above 0 1 1
( 0.0%) ( 2.1%)( 4.2%)
1 0 1$4,001 to $5,000
( 2.1%)( 4.3%) ( 0.0%)
22 4$3,001 to $4,000
( 8.5%)( 8.3%)( 8.7%)
116$2,001 to $3,000 5
(23.4%)(25.0%)(21.7%)
8 1810$1,001 to $2,000
(38.3%)(33.3%)(43.5%)
2 3 5$501 to $1,000
( 8.7%) (12.5%) (10.6%)
0 0 0$500 or below





aLow Cost Housing Estates
bResettlement Estates
Percentages in brackets are column percentages.
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APPENDIX C-4
FAMILY SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF THE SAMPLE UNDER SURVEY
Number of Respondents
L.C.H.aFamily Size R/Eb Cmp1ete Sample
03 persons or less 5
( 0.0%)c (10.6c)(20.8%)
8514 to 5 persons 3
(21.7%) (12.5%) (17.0%)
10 6 166 to 7 persons
(43.5) (25.0%) (34.0%)
147 78 to 9 persons
(30.4%) (29.2%) (29.8%)
210 persons or more 0 2
(4.3%)(0.0%) (8.3%)




a Low Cost Housing Estates
b Resettlement Estates




PER CAPITA. MONTHLY INCOME DISTRIBUTION
OF THE SAMPLE UNDER SURVEY
Number of Respondents
Per Capita
L.C .H.a R/EbMonthly Income 11 mple to Sample
Co
0 0$100 or below 0
( 0,0%) ( 0,0%) ( 0.0%)
4 4 8$101 to $200
(17 .0%)(17.4%) (16.7%)
8 17$201 to $300 9
(33.3%)(39.1%) (36.20)
4$301 to $4oo 5 9
(16.7%)(21.7%) (19.10
4$401 to $500 5
4(4.2%)(17.4%) (10.6%)
0 2 2$501 to $1,000
( 0.0%) (40%)(8.3%)
0$1,001 or above 1 1
( 0,0%) ( 4.2%) ( 2.1%)
No answer 1 4 5
(4 .3%) (16.7%) (10.6%)
Total 23 24 47
l00.O%) (100.0%) (100.0%)
aLow Cost Housing Estates
bResettlement Estates
cPercentages in brackets are column percentaes.
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APPENDIX c-6
EDUCATION LEVEL DISTRIBUTION OF THE SAMPLE UNDER SURVEY
Number of Respondents
R /Eb Complete SampleL.C .H.aEducation Level
2.1No Formal Education 3






( 8,3%)( 4.3%) (6.4%)
4IUniversity or Other 3





aLow Cost Housing Estates
b Resettlement Estates
Percentages s in brackets are column percentages.
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APPENDIX C-7
AGE DISTRIBUTION OF THE SAMPLE UNDER SURVEY
Number of Respondents
L.C.H.a R/EbAae Group Complete Sample
1 115 or below
( 4.3%)c ( 4.3%)( 4.2%)
16 to 20 103 7
(29.2%)(13.0%) (21.3%)
421 to 25 139
(17.4%) (37.5%) (27.7%)
20 226 to 30
( 8.3%)( 0.0%) ( 4.3%)
31 to 40 00 0
( 0.0%) ( 0.0%)(0.0%)
10 1 1141 to 50
( 4.2%)(43.5%) (23.4%)
51 to 60 2 1 3
( 8.7%) ( 4.2%) 6.4%)
0 1 161 to 70
( 0.0%) ( 4.2%) ( 2.1%)
71 or above 0 1 1
( 0.0%) ( 4.2%) ( 2.1%)
No Answer 13
( 4.2%)(13.0%) ( 8.5)
Totol 23 24 47
(100.0%) 100.0%) 100.0%)
aLow Cost Housing Estates
bResettlement Estates




AN ANALYSIS OF THE POSSESSION OF DISCRETIONARY
CONSUMER GOODS IN THE SAMPLE UNDER STUDY
Number of Respondents
L.C.H.aConsumer Goods R/Eb Pomplete Sample
16 20Radio Set 36
(83.3%)(69.6%) (76.6%)
B/W TV Set 13 17 30
(56.5%) (70.8%) (63.8%)







( 0.0%) ( 4.2%) ( 2.1%)
Air-conditioning 1 0 1
( 4.3%) ( 0.0%) ( 2.1%)
Telephone 19 18 37
(82.6%) (75.0%) (78.7%)




aLow Cost Housing Estates (23 Respondents)
bResettlement Estates (24 Respondents)




REACTION OF THE RESPONDENTS TO THE STATEMENT: PEOPLE JOIN
CREDIT UNIONS BECAUSE THEY CAN THUS MAKE A LOT OF FRIENDS
Mean Score for the Total Sample = 0.447
Standard Deviation for the Total Sample = 0.588
Mean Scores by Housing Type:
Low-cost Housing Estates = 0.565
Resettlement Estates = 0.333
Mean Scores by Education:
No Formal Education = 0.333
Primary School = 0.333
Secondary School = 0.615
Matriculation = 0
University or other
Higher Education = 0
Mean Scores by Occupation:
Housewives = 0.571
Students = 0.200
Factory Workers = 0,333
Clerks = -0.400
Small Business Owners = 1.333
Professionals = 0.667
Others = 0.750
No Occupation = 0
Mean Scores by Per Capita. Monthly Income:
$101 to $200' = 0.375$201 to $300 = 0.471
$301 to $4oo = 0.556
$ x+01 to$ 500 = -0.200
$501 or above = 0.667
Mean Scores by Aape Groun:
25 or below
= 0.240













REACTION OF THE RESPONDENTS TO THE STATEMENT: PEOPLE JOIN
CREDIT UNIONS BECAUSE THEY CAN THUS OBTAIN LOW-INTEREST LOANS
Mean Score for the Total Sample= 0.979
Standard Deviation for the Total Sample= 0.489
Mean Scores by HousinE Tybe:
Low Cost Housing Estates 1.000
Resettlement Estates 0.958
Mean Scores by Education Level:
No Formal Education 0.333
Pr amary School 1.000
Secondary School = 0.962.
Matriculation = 1.333
University or Other
Higher Education 1. Moo
Mean Scores by Occupation:
Housewives 0.857
Students 0,900
Factory Workers = 0.667
Clerks 1.400




Mean Scores by Per Capita Monthly Income:
= 0.875$101 to $200
$201 to $300 = 0.706
$301 to $400 0.778
$2+01 to$ 500 1.400
$501 or above = 1.333
Mean Scores by Age Group:
25 or below 10000
26 to 40 = 1.000
41 to 60 = 0.929
61 or above = 0






REACTION OF TIlE RESPONDENTS TO THE STAMMENT: PEOPLE JOIN
CREDIT UNIONS BECAUSE THEY WISH TO GET INTO THE HABIT OF
SAVING.
Mean Score for the Total Sample = 0.937
Standard Deviation for the Total Sample= 0.315
Mean Scores by Housing Type:
Low Cost Housing Estates = 0,957
Resettlement Estates = 0.91
Mean Scores by Education Level:
= 0.333No Formal Education
Primary School = 1.000
Secondary School = 1.077
Matriculation = 0.667
University or Other
Higher Education = 0.500
Mean Scores by Occupation:
Housewives = 1.000
Students = 1.100
Factory Workers = 1.000
Clerks = 0.600
Small Business Owners = 1.000
Professionals = 0.667
Others = 0.750
No Occupation = 0
Mean Scores by Per Capita Monthly Income:
= 0.750$101 to $200
= 1,059$201 to $300
$301 to $400 = 0.778
= 1.000$401 to $500
$501 or above = 1.000
Mean Scores by Age Group:
25 or below = 0.960
26 to 40 = 1.000
41 to 60 = 0.929
61 or above = 0






REACTION OF THE RESPONDENTS TO THE STATEMENT: PEOPLE JOIN
CREDIT UNIONS BECAUSE THEY CAN OBTAIN GOOD INTEREST ON THEIR
SAVINGS THERE
-o .681Mean Score for the Total Sample
0.736Standard Deviation for the Total Sample




















Mean Scores by Per Capita Income (Monthly):
-0.750$101 to $200
-0.529$201 to $300
-1. x.11$301 to $400
-0 ,800$401 to $500
$501 or above 1.000




61 or above 0






RFACTION OF THE RESPONDENTS TO THE STATEMENT: PEOPLE JOIN
CREDIT UNIONS BECAUSE THEY WANT TO PUT THEIR MONEY WHERE
THERE IS A HIGH DEGREE OF SECURITY
Mean Score for the Total Sample= 0.894
Standard Deviation for the Total Samol e= 0.478
Aean Scores by Housing Type:
= 0.870Low-cost Housing Estates
0.917Resettlement Estates
Mean Scores by Education Level:






Mean Scores by Occupation:
= 1.000Housewives
Students 1.100
Factory Workers = 0.833
Clerks = 0.800




Mean Scores by Per Capita Monthly Income:
= 0.625$101 to $200
= 1.000$201 to $300
$ 301 to $ 400 0.778
= 0.600$401 to $500
$501 or above 1.333
Mean Scores by Age Group:
25 or below 0.920
26 to 4o = 1.000
41 to 60 = 0.714
061 or above






REACTION OF THE RESPONDENTS TO THE STATEMENT:PEOPLE JOIN
CREDIT UNIONS BECAUSE OF THE PERSUASION OF OTHER PEOPLE.
Mean Score for the Total Sample= -0.595
Standard Deviation for the Total Sample= 0.964
Mean Scores bv Housing Type:
-0,565Low-cost Housing Estates
-0.625Resettlement Estates
Mean Scores by Education Level:




















= -0.667$501 or above
ean Scores by Aee Grouti:
25 or below = -0.680
26 to 40 0
41 to 60 0,429
61 or above 0






REACTIONS OF THE RESPONDENTS TO THE STATEMENT: PEOPLE JOIN
CREDIT UNIONS BECAUSE THERE IS NO BANK NEARBY THEIR RESIDENCE,
Mean Score for Total Sample = -1.106
Standard Deviation for Total Sample= 0.776
Mean Scores by Housing Type:
Low-cost Housing Estates= -1.260
Resettlement Estates= -0.958
Mean Scores by Education Level:











= -1.000Small Business Owners
= -0.667Professionals
_ -1.250Others
No Occupation = 0.500
Mean Scores by Per Capita Monthly Income:
= -1.250$ 101 to$ 200
= -1.1'76$201 to $300
= -0.889$301 to $400
= -0.8o6$401 to $500
$501 or above = 0.333
Mean Scores by Age Group:
= -1.20025 or below
= -1.50026 to 4O
= -0.78641 to 60
61 or above = 0






REACTION OF THE RESPONDENTS TO THE STATEMENT: PEOPLE JOIN
CREDIT UNIONS BECAUSE THEY CAN GET FAST SERVICE FROM CREDIT
UNIONS AND PROCEDURES ARE SIMPLE
Mean Score for the Total Sample= 0.319
Standard Deviation for the Total Sample= 0.558
Mean Scores by Housing Type:
= 0.522Low Cost Housing Estates
Resettlement Estates = 0.125
Mean Scores by Education Level:






Mean Scores by Occupation:
= 0.429Housewives
= -0.200Students
Factory Workers = 0
Clerks = 0.800
Small Business Owners = 1.000
Professionals = -o.667
Others = 1.000
Nn Occupation = 0.500
Mean Snnrps by Ppr Cni to Mnrithv Tnnnnlt
= 0.250$101 to $200
= 0.235$20.1 to $300
$301 to loo = 0.444
= 0.400$4o1 to $500
$501 or above 0.333
Mean Scores by ALre Grou:
25 or below = 0.120
26 to 40 0
41 to 60 = o.6113
61 or above = 0






REACTION OF THE RESPONDENTS TO THE STATEMENT: PEOPLE JOIN
CREDIT UNIONS BECAUSE THEY CAN OBTAIN LOANS EASILY FROM
CREDIT UNIONS
Mean Score for the Total Sample = O.4O4
Standard Deviation for the Total Sample= 0.751
Mean Scores by Housing Type:
Low Cost Housing Estates= 0.522
Resettlement Estates= 0.292
















Mean Scores by Per Capita Monthly Income:
0$101 to $200
0.L71$201 to $300
0$ 301 to $l+oo
0.800$4ol to $500
$501 or above 0.667
Mean Scores by Age Group:
25 or below 0.240
26 to 40 0
41 to 60 0.500
61 or above 0.500






REACTION OF THE RESPONDENTS TO THE STATEMENT: PEOPLE JOIN
CREDIT UNIONS BECAUSE THEY CAN THUS ENJOY FREE LIFE INSURANCE
Mean Score for the To tal Sample= 0.787
Standard Deviation for the Total Sample= 0.507
Mean Score by Housing Type:
0.609Low-cost Housing Estates
0.958Resettlement Estates






















mean Scores by Age Group:










FACTION OF THE RESPONDENTS TO THE STATEMENT: PEOPLE JOIN
CREDIT UNIONS BECAUSE THEY ARE IN URGENT NEED OF A LOAN
Mean Score for the Total Sample = -0.298
Standard Deviation for the Total Sample= 1.145
Mean Scores by Housing Type:
-0.217Low-cost Housing Estates
-0.375Resettlement Estates




















0.200$ 401 to $500
$ 501 or above
Mean Scores by Age Group:
-0.52025 or below
26 to k0 0
0.07141 to 60
0.50061 or above








REACTION OF THE RESPONDENTS TO THE STATEMENT: PEOPLE JOIN
CREDIT UNIONS BECAUSE THEY CAN LEARN A LOT OF OTHER KNOW-
LEDGE FROM THEIR CREDIT UNIONS
Mean Score for the Total Sample = 0.638
Standard Deviation for the Total Sample= 0.656
Mean Scores by Hous inE Tvue:
Low Cost Housing Estates 0.391
0.85Resettlement Estates
Mean Scores by Education Level:
-0.333No Formal Education
Primary Education 0.2 22_.













Mean Scores by Per Capita Monthly Income:
0.625$101 to $200
= 0.765$201 to $300
= 0.333$301 to $1+00
0.200$1+01 to$ 500
$501 or above 1.000
Mean gnnres by A.a r,-rniir.
25 or below 0.720
26 to 40 1.000
41 to 60 0.357
61 or above 0





REACTION OF THE RESPONDENTS TO THE STATEMENT: PEOPLE JOIN
CREDIT UNIONS BECAUSE A CREDIT UNION IW OWNED BY THE MEMBERS
AND EVERYONE IS HEING VALUED IN A CREDIT UNION
Mean Score .for the Total Sample = 0.851
Standard Deviation for the Total Sample= 0.254
Mean Scores by Housing Type:
Low-cost Housing Estates 0.826
Resettlement Estates 0.875
Mean Scores by Education Level:




















$501 or above 1.333
Mean Scores by Age Group:
25 or be1ow 0.880
26 to 40 1.000
41 to 60 0.6113
61 or above 0
































REACTION OF THE RESPONDENTS TO THE STATEMENT: PEOPLE JOIN
CREDIT UNIONS BECAUSE EVERYONE IS EQUAL IN CREDIT UNIONS
Mean Score for the Total Sample = 0.915
Standard Deviation for the Total Sample
= 0.291
Mean Scores by Housing Type:
Low-cost Housing Estates = 0.957
Resettlement Estates = 0.875
Paean Scores by Education Level:
No Formal Education = 0.333
Primary School = 0.778
Secondary School = 1.000
Matriculation = 0.667
University or Other
Higher Education = 0.500
Mean Scores by Occupation:
Housewives = 1.143
Students = 1.000
Factory Workers = 0.667
Clerks = 1.000
Small Business Owners = 1.333
Professionals = 0.667
Others = 0.750
No Occupation = 0
Mean Scores by Per Capita Monthly Income:
$101 to $200 = 1.000
$201 to $300 = 0.882
$301 to $400 = 0.778
$401 to $500 = 0.800
$ 501 or above = 1.333
Mean Scores by Age Group:
25 or below = 0.920
26 to 40 = 1.000
41 to 60 = 0.643
61 or above = 0






REACTION OF THE RESPONDENTS TO THE STATEMENT: PEOPLE JOIN
CREDIT UNIONS BECAUSE THEY CAN THUS BECOME SELF-.SUFFICIENT
AND NEED NOT ASK CAPITALISTS FOR HELP
Mean Score for the Total Sample = 0.574
Standard Deviation for the Total Sample= 0.585
Mean Scores by Housing Type:
Low Cost Housing Estates o.k35
0.708Resettlement Estates
Mean Scores by Education Level:






Mean Scores by Occupation:
1.000Housewives
o .600Students












Mean Scores by Age Group:
0.5602.5 or below
2.6 to 40 1.000
0.57141 to 6o
61 or above 0






CROSS-TABULATION OF CREDIT UNION ACCOUNT BALANCES OF






$20 or below 1 4 0 5
Row % 20.0 80.0 0.0 100.0
Col.% 4.5 19.0 0.0 10.6
2 0$21 to $50 3 5
40.0 60.0 0.0 100.0Row %
Col. 14.3 0.0 10.69.1%
1$51 to $100 35 9
11.1 100.055.6 33.3Row %
22.7 14.3 25.0 19.1Col.%
1 1$101 to $200 3 5
20.0 60.0 20.0 100.0Row%
4.5Col.% 25.014.3 10.6
6$201 to $500 1 125
Row % 41.7 8.3 100.050.0
27.3Col.% 23.8 25.0 25.5
2 1 0$501 to $1,000 3
66.7 0.0 100.0Row% 33.3
Col.% 4.8 0.0 6.49.1
$1, 001 or above 4 1 0 5
Row% 80.0 20.0 0.0 100.0
Col.% 18.2 4.8 0.0 10.6
No Answer 1 1 1 3
Row% 100.033.3 33.3 33.3
Col.% 4.5 4.8 25.0 6.4
Total 22 21 4 47
46.8 44.7 8.5 100.0Row%
Col.% 100.0 100.0 1O0.O 100.0
APPENDIX C-25
CROSS-TABULATION OF BANK ACCOUNT BALANCES OF
RESPONDENTS VS. THEIR CREDIT UNION
ACCOUNT BALANCES
Credit Union Account Balance
A/C 100 or $101- 501- 1001- 2041- No Total
less $500 $1000 $2000 $5000 Ans.Balance
40 1 0 021$500 or
25.0 0.0 0.00.025.0Row %less 50.0
0.0 8.50.00.011.8col.% 33.35.3
0 0 141 06$501 to 7
0.0 0.0 0.0 100.042.9 7.150.0$1000
0.0 0.0 0.0 29.8Row% Col.% 33.335.336.8
02 1 0 04 7$ 1001-
28.6 0.0 14.3 0.0 0.0 100.057.1$5000 Row %
0.0 0.0 0.0 14.911.8col.% 21.1 33.3
$5001- 1 0 0 10 1 3
0.00.0 100.00.0Row % 33.3 33.3 33.3$10000
0.0 0.0col.% 0.0 6.45.9 50.0 33.3
0 00 1 0 1$10001 0
0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0r above 0.0 0.0 100.0Row%
0.0 0.0 0.0 25.0 2.10.0 0.0col.%
2No Bank 0 1 1305 5
Row % 15.4 0.0ccount 0.0 100.038.5 38.5 7.7
26.3 29.4Col.% 66.6 0.0 27.70.050.0
No Anse 2 1 0 0 20 5
20.040.0Row % 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0
CO1.% 10.5 0.0 0.0 66.60.0 10.65.9
Tota 19 17 2 473 3 3
Row % 40.4 6.4 6.4 4.3 6.4 100.036.2





CROSS-TABULATION OF THE NUMBER OF TIMES RESPONDENTS HAD
BORROWED FROM CREDIT UNIONS VS. THE NUMBER OF YEARS
THAT THEY HAD JOINED
Number of
Years Joined
Number of Times Borrowed
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Total
Less than 1 11 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 14
1 to 3 5 4 2 3 0 1 0 0 15
4 to 6 3 4 3 3 1 1 0 1 16
Over 6 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 2
Total 19 12 5 6 1 3 0 1 47
APPENDIX C-27
MAXIMUM AMOUNTS OF LOANS BORROWED BY THE BORROWERS
Maximum Amounts of Loans
Number of Respondents
$101 to $500 5 (17.9%)
$501 to $1,000 11 (39,3%)






CROSS-TABULATION OF PURPOSES OF LOANS OBTAINED BY
RESPONDENTS VS. THE ADEQUACY OF TI-MSE LOANS TO
MEET THE DEMANDS OF THE INTENDED PURPOSES
Number of Respondents#
Can MeetCan MeetCan Meet
TotaSmallTotal Large
Portion PortionDemandPurposes of Loans
12(42.9%)*18Buv Consumer Goods 3
22 7(25.0%)Family Ordinary 3
Expenses
l1Medical Fees 3(10.7%)
O11Family Contingenc 2( 7.1%)
01 1Relief of Relatives 2( 7.1%)
in China
2 00 2( 7.1%)Touring
0 02House Repairing 2( 7.1%)
0 1 1Capital for Small 2( 7.1.%)
Business
0 1Education 2( 7.1%)
1Buy Equipment l 0 2( 7.1%)
Pay Off Other Debts 1 00 1( 3.6%)
,Wedding Expenses 0 1 0 1( 3.6%)
Pav Taxes 0 01 1( 3.6%)
Relend to Other 0 01 1( 3.6%)
People at No
Other Purpose. 0 01 1( 3.6%)
Tota l 20 14 7
Each respondent can have more than one purpose. Thus
the total number of responses is not equal to the
total of respondents i.e. twenty-eight.
Percentages in brackets are percentages of the total
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議 事 會 誕 生 。 )
1香 港 社 區 儲 蓄 互 助 社 社 員 的 社 會 經 濟
特 性 及 其 參 予 動 機
儲 蓄 互 助 社 為 合 作 事 業 的 一 種 ， 故 在 了 解 儲 蓄 互 助 社
的 目 標 及 意 義 之 前 ， 必 須 先 對 合 作 事 業 有 所 認 識 。
合 作 事 業 的 最 終 目 標 ， 為 透 過 各 參 予 者 的 合 作 ， 使 各
人 獲 得 經 濟 上 的 禆 益 。 經 濟 利 益 雖 為 最 終 目 標 ， 却 非 唯 一
目 標 ； 一 個 經 營 合 作 事 業 的 機 構 ( 通 常 稱 為 合 作 社 ) 更 着
重 於 維 護 每 一 個 參 加 者 的 權 益 ， 維 持 人 人 平 等 的 原 則 ， 及
防 止 弱 肉 强 食 的 現 象 發 生 。 因 此 ， 合 作 事 業 的 推 行 往 往 被
2視 為 一 種 介 乎 資 本 主 義 及 社 會 主 義 兩 個 極 端 之 間 的 社 會 運
動 。
有 不 少 學 者 對 合 作 事 業 加 以 定 義 ， 把 這 些 定 義 歸 納 起
來 ， 大 致 可 以 說 是 ： 一 羣 終 濟 力 量 有 限 的 人 ， 為 達 到 共 同
的 經 濟 目 標 而 自 願 組 織 起 來 ， 建 立 一 個 共 同 擁 有 、 以 民 主
方 式 經 營 的 經 商 機 構 ； 參 加 者 均 願 獻 出 數 目 相 若 的 資 本 ，
公 平 地 分 擔 風 險 ， 並 公 乎 地 分 享 利 益 。 這 定 義 包 含 了 合 作
事 業 所 必 須 具 備 的 幾 項 因 素 ： 共 同 的 目 標 ， 民 主 的 組 織 ，
權 利 與 義 務 的 公 平 分 配 ， 以 及 自 助 和 互 助 二 者 的 相 輔 相 成
。
3在 今 日 的 世 界 裏 ， 合 作 事 業 在 大 部 份 國 家 中 都 可 以 見
到 ， 而 以 合 作 方 式 經 營 的 事 業 ， 包 括 生 產 、 銷 售 、 金 融 、
信 用 、 保 險 、 及 其 它 服 務 ， 範 圍 十 分 廣 泛 。 有 些 國 家 甚 至
以 合 作 事 業 作 為 國 家 經 濟 制 度 的 模 式 ， 其 重 要 性 可 見 一 斑
。
儲 蓄 互 助 社 可 以 說 是 一 個 以 合 作 方 式 經 營 的 民 間 金 融
機 構 。 每 一 個 儲 蓄 互 助 社 的 社 員 ， 均 須 具 備 一 種 共 同 的 關
係 ( 例 如 來 自 同 一 的 居 住 範 圍 或 屬 於 同 一 工 作 機 構 等 ) ，
而 一 切 儲 蓄 或 借 貸 的 活 動 ， 均 只 限 於 社 員 參 加 。 儲 蓄 互 助
社 的 作 用 是 作 為 一 個 媒 介 ， 把 所 有 社 員 的 儲 蓄 集 合 起 來 ，
4而 以 低 廉 的 利 息 借 給 需 要 借 貸 的 社 員 ， 以 供 其 用 於 謀 生 及
應 急 的 用 途 上 。
儲 蓄 互 助 社 的 基 本 概 念 為 社 員 個 人 或 整 體 所 能 得 到 的
利 益 ， 將 決 定 於 個 人 或 整 體 所 貢 獻 出 來 的 金 錢 或 努 力 。 每
一 個 人 的 貢 獻 愈 多 ， 則 全 體 的 得 益 愈 大 。 要 使 社 員 及 其 它
民 眾 明 瞭 這 一 概 念 和 認 識 其 中 的 價 值 ， 儲 蓄 互 助 社 的 最 重
要 工 具 為 教 育 。 另 一 方 面 ， 要 使 社 員 能 善 用 他 們 的 投 資 以
獲 致 更 大 的 成 果 ， 同 時 又 要 使 他 們 懂 得 如 何 好 好 地 去 享 用
這 份 成 果 ， 亦 非 借 助 於 教 育 不 可 。
正 如 一 般 合 作 事 業 一 樣 ， 儲 蓄 互 助 社 並 不 是 一 個 局 限
5於 改 善 經 濟 的 組 織 ， 而 是 一 個 社 會 運 動 ， 藉 以 克 服 貧 窮 和
無 知 ， 使 一 羣 人 能 過 一 種 自 立 、 自 信 、 自 重 的 生 活 ， 而 不
為 經 濟 勢 力 優 越 者 所 控 制 或 剝 削 。 這 個 運 動 正 適 合 於 當 前
的 亞 洲 。
近 一 世 紀 來 ， 亞 洲 多 數 國 家 的 經 濟 發 展 遠 遠 落 在 歐 美
各 國 之 後 ， 其 中 更 有 不 少 曾 淪 為 歐 美 國 家 的 殖 民 地 而 飽 受
剝 削 。 在 物 質 文 明 落 後 及 生 活 貪 乏 的 情 況 下 ， 保 守 、 自 卑
， 以 及 個 人 主 義 漸 次 抬 頭 ， 取 代 了 原 有 的 進 取 、 自 尊 、 互
助 等 優 良 傳 統 。 在 經 濟 方 面 ， 雖 有 歐 美 各 國 的 援 助 ， 但 因
各 施 予 援 助 的 經 濟 强 國 或 多 或 少 皆 以 其 本 身 的 利 益 為 出 發
6點 ， 故 援 助 不 但 未 能 收 預 期 的 效 果 ， 反 導 致 很 多 受 助 國 家
的 因 循 倚 賴 ， 喪 失 了 奮 鬥 的 精 神 ， 阻 遏 了 其 自 立 自 發 的 本
能 ， 使 經 濟 困 難 更 泥 足 深 陷 ， 而 社 會 政 治 的 不 安 定 亦 隨 著
不 斷 發 生 。
若 果 儲 蓄 互 助 社 能 發 展 强 大 的 話 ， 則 可 從 社 會 基 層 開
始 ， 培 養 人 民 的 互 助 自 信 ， 並 扶 助 其 經 濟 增 長 ， 進 而 改 進
整 個 社 會 。 故 儲 蓄 互 助 社 有 相 當 的 潛 力 ， 可 望 在 亞 洲 的 重
建 中 扮 演 一 個 重 要 的 角 色 。
香 港 的 儲 蓄 互 助 社 運 動 ， 至 今 已 有 十 年 的 歷 史 ； 在 十
年 的 努 力 下 ， 該 運 動 已 獲 得 相 當 的 進 展 。 唯 與 亞 洲 或 世 界
7其 它 地 方 比 較 ， 本 港 儲 蓄 互 助 社 的 成 績 則 似 乎 落 後 甚 遠 ，
在 最 近 三 年 中 ， 其 發 展 且 有 放 緩 的 跡 象 。
香 港 為 個 人 資 本 主 義 社 會 的 表 表 者 ， 雖 然 經 濟 日 益 增
長 ， 但 貧 富 懸 殊 和 資 本 家 剝 削 的 現 象 屢 見 不 鮮 ； 另 一 方 面
， 本 港 沒 有 社 會 安 全 制 度 ， 小 市 民 生 活 缺 乏 保 障 ； 因 此 ，
儲 蓄 互 助 社 的 推 行 對 本 港 社 會 不 健 全 的 一 面 必 能 起 一 定 的
補 救 作 用 。 可 惜 該 運 動 在 本 港 未 見 有 顯 著 的 影 響 力 ， 而 其
成 績 亦 未 符 理 想 ， 尤 以 新 區 及 廉 租 屋 邨 的 儲 蓄 互 助 社 為 然
。 此 等 社 區 正 是 一 般 貧 苦 大 眾 之 居 住 所 在 ， 而 儲 蓄 互 助 社
却 未 能 在 此 等 社 區 中 廣 泛 發 展 ， 殊 令 人 失 望 。 本 文 作 者 有
8見 及 此 ， 特 別 進 行 一 項 調 查 ， 以 研 究 社 區 性 儲 蓄 互 助 社 社
員 之 社 會 經 濟 特 性 、 參 予 動 機 及 所 抱 態 度 ， 希 望 由 此 得 悉
該 等 儲 蓄 互 助 社 成 效 不 佳 的 原 因 所 在 ， 再 進 而 提 供 改 善 的
方 法 ， 以 使 該 運 動 能 加 速 發 展 而 對 社 會 有 所 裨 益 。
在 進 行 是 項 研 究 之 前 ， 作 者 先 對 社 區 性 儲 蓄 互 助 社 (
社 區 即 措 新 區 及 廉 租 屋 邨 ) 作 出 下 列 八 點 假 設 ：
一 、 在 社 區 性 儲 蓄 互 助 社 內 ， 大 部 份 社 員 的 參 加 皆 以
个 人 利 益 为 出 发 点 。
二 、 大 部 份 社 員 的 經 濟 狀 況 都 不 太 差 。
三 、 大 部 份 社 員 對 儲 蓄 互 助 社 的 信 心 甚 為 有 限 。
9四 、 大 部 份 社 員 比 較 樂 於 把 他 們 的 儲 蓄 存 入 商 業 銀 行
。
五 、 儲 蓄 互 助 社 缺 乏 快 速 發 展 所 需 的 人 材 。
六 、 儲 蓄 互 助 社 缺 乏 發 展 所 需 的 財 力 。
七 、 儲 蓄 互 助 社 目 前 所 能 給 予 社 員 的 幫 助 ， 對 改 善 社
員 的 生 活 並 不 能 起 太 大 的 作 用 。
八 、 儲 蓄 互 助 社 所 含 的 社 會 運 動 成 份 ， 確 能 吸 引 民 眾
參 加 。
研 究 的 主 要 部 份 為 抽 樣 調 查 。 首 先 從 本 港 所 有 社 區 性
儲 蓄 互 助 社 中 抽 出 最 具 代 表 性 的 四 社 — — 兩 個 代 表 新 區 (
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徙 置 區 ) ， 另 兩 個 代 表 廉 租 屋 邨 ， 然 後 再 從 這 四 個 儲 蓄 互
助 社 中 抽 出 八 十 名 社 員 作 為 調 查 的 樣 本 。 調 查 是 以 問 卷 方
式 進 行 ， 通 過 各 有 關 儲 蓄 互 助 社 的 幫 助 ， 各 被 調 查 者 俱 被
邀 請 回 答 一 份 問 卷 ， 內 容 包 括 有 關 其 個 人 和 家 庭 的 資 料 ，
以 及 一 些 足 以 透 露 參 予 動 機 的 問 題 。 這 八 十 份 問 卷 獲 得 填
答 的 只 有 四 十 七 份 ， 本 文 即 以 此 四 十 七 份 問 卷 所 提 供 的 資
料 作 為 研 究 基 礎 。
據 資 料 分 析 所 得 ， 大 部 份 社 員 皆 以 私 人 利 益 為 出 發 點
， 故 第 一 項 假 設 可 以 成 立 。 第 二 項 假 設 則 必 須 有 所 保 留 ，
因 為 資 料 顯 示 一 般 社 員 雖 不 至 於 無 以 為 生 ， 便 生 活 亦 不 算
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十 分 充 裕 。 從 一 般 社 員 的 儲 蓄 互 助 社 戶 口 結 存 與 其 銀 行 戶
口 結 存 的 比 較 及 其 它 資 料 看 來 ， 第 三 及 第 四 兩 項 假 設 均 可
成 立 ， 因 為 一 般 社 員 只 把 數 目 甚 少 的 儲 蓄 放 入 儲 蓄 互 助 社
戶 口 內 。 第 五 項 假 設 不 能 完 全 成 立 ， 因 為 從 資 料 中 可 以 知
道 大 多 數 社 員 都 有 中 學 或 小 學 的 教 育 程 度 ， 如 經 過 適 當 的
訓 練 及 引 導 ， 可 以 成 為 此 一 運 動 的 有 力 分 子 ； 另 一 方 面 ，
香 港 儲 蓄 互 助 社 運 動 的 確 缺 乏 受 過 高 深 教 育 而 能 擔 當 領 導
工 作 的 人 物 。 從 社 員 儲 蓄 於 互 助 社 數 目 之 小 ， 可 以 想 像 得
到 各 互 助 社 所 能 賺 得 到 的 經 費 實 在 有 限 ， 因 此 ， 第 六 項 假
設 可 以 成 立 。 由 於 儲 蓄 少 ， 能 夠 借 給 社 員 的 數 目 自 亦 有 限
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， 對 社 員 不 能 有 太 大 的 幫 助 ， 由 是 第 七 項 假 設 亦 可 成 立 。
至 於 第 八 項 假 設 ， 因 為 社 員 平 均 來 說 都 表 示 儲 蓄 互 助 社 所
宣 揚 的 人 人 平 等 為 使 其 參 加 的 原 因 之 一 ， 所 以 能 夠 成 立 。
要 對 目 前 增 長 緩 慢 的 情 況 有 所 突 破 ， 儲 蓄 互 助 社 必 須
針 對 社 員 的 利 益 要 求 ， 同 時 ， 必 須 更 加 進 取 及 商 業 化 。 所
謂 商 業 化 ， 即 指 對 儲 蓄 互 助 社 的 推 行 及 管 理 ， 採 用 商 業 管
理 的 概 念 。 首 先 要 考 慮 到 服 務 對 象 的 需 要 ， 然 後 以 這 些 需
要 為 基 礎 ， 估 計 社 員 對 貸 款 的 需 求 ， 以 及 為 提 供 此 類 貸 款
所 須 要 達 到 的 每 一 社 員 平 均 存 款 額 社 員 貸 款 的 最 高 數 目 為
互 助 社 總 資 產 的 十 份 一 ； 第 二 步 是 加 强 宣 傳 ， 使 其 所 服 務
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地 區 內 的 居 民 明 瞭 他 們 只 須 要 努 力 在 儲 蓄 互 助 社 內 儲 蓄 到
某 一 水 平 的 存 款 ， 他 們 便 有 機 會 借 到 一 筆 可 觀 的 貸 款 ， 以
幫 助 他 們 滿 足 他 們 的 需 求 ， 或 實 現 他 們 的 理 想 。 只 要 一 般
新 區 或 廉 租 屋 邨 的 居 民 能 夠 看 到 儲 蓄 互 助 社 能 給 予 他 們 幫
助 ， 他 們 一 定 比 較 熱 烈 參 予 ； 另 一 方 面 ， 加 强 宣 傳 可 增 加
一 般 人 對 儲 蓄 互 助 社 的 了 解 和 信 心 ， 使 其 獲 得 更 大 的 支 持
。
在 長 遠 方 面 來 說 ， 儲 蓄 互 助 社 不 能 只 顧 及 社 員 的 利 益
而 忽 略 了 教 育 人 羣 的 需 要 ； 它 應 該 加 强 教 育 方 面 的 努 力 ，
使 民 眾 能 了 解 儲 蓄 互 助 社 的 真 正 意 義 ， 這 才 是 真 正 建 立 永
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久 基 礎 的 方 法 。
本 文 提 到 增 加 社 員 的 利 益 指 貸 款 方 面 ， 但 未 考 慮 到 資
源 的 問 題 。 假 定 社 員 的 儲 蓄 增 加 ， 但 若 大 部 份 社 員 都 申 請
借 貸 一 筆 可 觀 的 款 項 的 話 ， 則 儲 蓄 的 增 加 將 不 敷 貸 款 的 需
求 — — 儲 蓄 互 助 社 雖 然 願 意 貸 款 ， 但 無 足 夠 資 金 週 轉 ， 這
將 仍 然 無 濟 於 事 。 解 決 此 一 問 題 的 辦 法 ， 是 向 外 舉 債 ， 其
途 徑 有 二 ： 一 為 由 協 會 作 保 證 ， 由 中 央 儲 蓄 互 助 社 向 其 它
國 家 有 剩 餘 資 金 的 中 央 儲 蓄 互 助 社 借 款 ， 然 後 把 資 金 分 配
給 各 儲 蓄 互 助 社 以 貸 予 社 員 ； 第 二 個 途 徑 是 由 協 會 向 本 港
各 種 基 金 舉 債 ， 以 供 各 儲 蓄 互 助 之 用 。
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要 實 現 高 度 的 擴 張 ， 必 須 有 才 幹 的 領 袖 人 材 。 就 研 究
中 所 見 ， 社 員 中 曾 受 高 深 教 育 者 為 數 甚 少 ， 因 此 儲 蓄 互 助
社 應 多 向 各 高 等 教 育 機 構 宣 傳 ， 以 延 欖 更 多 有 學 問 有 才 幹
的 人 材 ， 來 推 動 運 動 的 進 展 。
以 上 的 建 議 ， 未 必 即 祇 接 納 ， 但 為 儲 蓄 互 助 社 前 途 計
， 這 些 建 議 實 應 獲 得 慎 重 考 慮 。


